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14th Annual Gathering - Arctic Borderlands Co-op
Meeting Highlights
Opening Remarks by James Andre
James Andre welcomed everyone to the meeting.
Co-op Background, Objectives & Overview
Michael Svoboda outlined the objectives for the meeting. There has been more emphasis in the past few
years for analysis of the data being gathered. This meeting will be more of a workshop to look at what has
been done and gather ideas for future projects and research that should be done. Michael reviewed a
presentation on the history and background of the Co-op.
Community Monitor Reports
The Community Monitors provided summary reports for information that was entered into the database. A
copy of those reports is included in Appendix B.
Synthesis Reporting
Catherine Gagnon presented the Gagnon/Russell report on Caribou,. This report was generated using ABEK
Co-op data. .
Indicator Presentation — Scott Gilbert, Yukon College, Whitehorse
Linh Nguyen reviewed Scott’s presentation on the scientific indicators gathered on the Co-op’s website.
Northern Contaminants Program - Lorna Skinner
Lorna explained the programs offered by Aboriginal Affairs & Northern Development Canada and discussed
how they can work more closely with the ABEK Co-op.
Porcupine Caribou Herd Update - Dorothy Cooley
Dorothy Cooley’s Porcupine Caribou Update was presented by Michael Svoboda.
Salmon Update - Karen Dunmall
Karen Dunmall explained her salmon project. They are collecting information from across the NWT by
offering gift cards for salmon turned in.
Break-out Session - Community Based Monitoring Results
Everyone visited three centres to discuss: Monitoring Results and the Database; Further Information that
should be collected or investigated, Priorities for the coming year. Each group added to the work of the last
one to create a complete list.
Elders’ Panel
The Elders were invited to speak about changes they have seen on the land. Complete notes are included in
Appendix A.
Other Business
Nominations for Board members will be accepted to the end of May. The Annual General Meeting is to be held
in June. Suggested locations were discussed for the next Annual Gathering.
Closing Comments
The Gathering was invited to offer closing comments. Everyone felt that it was a successful and productive
weekend. James, Michael and Leah thanked everyone who worked to make the meeting a success, especially
the host community of Inuvik and the Elders.
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Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Co-op
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Inuvik, NWT
March 14th & 15th, 2012
Meeting Participants:
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Parks Canada, Inuvik
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Leah Burn

ABEK Meeting Coordinator

Miles Dillon

Monitor – Inuvik

Danny C Gordon

Aklavik Hunters & Trappers Committee

Mary Ruth Meyook

Aklavik Hunters & Trappers Committee

Rebecca Pokiak

Monitor - Tuktoyaktuk

Jennifer Smith

Wildlife Management Advisory Council (North Slope)

Steve Taylor

Porcupine Caribou Management Board

Karlyn McLeod

Monitor - Aklavik

Bridget Wolki

Sachs Harbour

Julie-Ann André

Monitor – Inuvik

John Norbert

Tsiigehtchic Elder

Leighanne Lennie

Monitor – Tsiigehtchic

May Andre

Monitor – Fort McPherson

Dennis Frost

Monitor – Old Crow

Lennie Emaghok

Tuktoyaktuk

Robert Alexie Sr

Fort McPherson

Lorna Skinner
James Andre

Aboriginal Affairs & Northern Development – Northern
Contaminants Program, Yellowknife
Fort McPherson

Michael Svoboda

Canadian Wildlife Service, Whitehorse

Emma Dick

Inuvik Elder

Fanny Greenland

Ehdiitat Renewable Resources Council, Aklavik

Amy Thompson

Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board, Inuvik

Kaila Hansen-Craik

Fisheries Joint Management Committee

Kristen Callaghan

Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board, Inuvik

Blythe Brown

Department of Fisheries & Oceans, Inuvik

Chair: James Andre
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Moderator: Michael Svoboda

Meeting Notes: Mary Beckett

Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Co-op , 14th Annual Gathering
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Inuvik, Northwest Territories

Opening Prayer, Welcome & Introductions
James Andre called the meeting to order at 9:15 and welcomed everyone to the Gathering.
Emma Dick said the opening prayer.
Everyone around the table was invited to introduce themselves.

Coop Background, Objectives & Overview
Michael Svoboda reviewed a PowerPoint presentation.
Objectives for this week: to help understand what has happened in the past year, get feedback and set
priorities for the coming year.
Workshop Values & Approach: to create a space for listening and exchanging ideas in a respectful manner. Ideas
that cannot be addressed can be noted and shared. Presentations – should provide space for discussion – more of a
workshop.

Website: www.taiga.net/coop
Goals of the Co-op:
1.

To monitor and assess ecosystem changes in the range of the Porcupine Caribou Herd and adjacent coastal &
marine areas

2.

To encourage use of both science-based studies and studies based on local and traditional knowledge in
ecological monitoring and ecosystem management

3.

To improve communications and understanding among governments, aboriginal and non-aboriginal communities
and scientists with regard to ecosystem knowledge and management

4.

To foster capacity building and training opportunities in northern communities in the context of the above
listed goals.

This year’s video is in progress – the script is being written for the voice-over and should be ready in June.
Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Co-op, 14th Annual Gathering
March 14th & 15th, 2012
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Youth Gathering – This year, were able to organize a youth gathering to run at the same time as these meetings.
10 youth came out from Inuvik from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m on Tuesday. They identified some leadership training and
ecological development training initiatives. They want to be able to facilitate their own groups. After 3 days, they
will identify a list of projects to work on over the year, to work with ABEK or other groups.
Starting in 1986, a lot of data was collected, in
the last few years, we have looked at how to
make the data collection meaningful for other
management boards to use as stakeholders.
Partner Organizations:
Environment Canada
Parks Canada
Aboriginal Affairs & Northern Development
Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board
Department of Fisheries & Oceans
Wildlife Management Advisory Council
(North Slope)
Government of the NWT
Wilburforce
Yukon Government
US Fish & Wildlife Service
Wilburforce is a private foundation that funds
analysis work – a group from the USA.

Diagram of the Co-op and its activities.

Current Status:
Strong community ownership & relationships
Emphasizing analysis, synthesis & communication

Monitors:
Mildred Allen - Arctic Village,

The old database has been archived and is ready for
use.

May Andre - Fort McPherson,

Survey improved and deployed this year.

Leighanne Lennie - Tsiigehtchic
Rebecca Pokiak - Tuktoyaktuk
Miles Dillon - Inuvik (Inuvialuit)
Julie-Ann André - Inuvik (Gwich’in)
Eugene Pascal - Aklavik (Gwich’in)
Karlyn McLeod - Aklavik (Inuvialuit)
Dennis Frost - Old Crow

Second Russell report on caribou being assembled for
video.
Youth participation with the new Youth Gathering
Next steps:
Continue to simplify Co-op operations
Increase impact (analysis results) and partnerships
Audio/visual presentations - to simplify Russell Caribou
report
Website updates.

THANK YOU!!!
Without the monitors, this doesn’t happen.
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Community Monitoring Reports
A complete copy of the Monitors’ reports is included as an Appendix to this report. Following is a summary of the
discussion that followed each report.

Fort McPherson – May Andre
Online data entry: This year was the first year for entering information online. May does not use computers,
went to the Learning Centre and they helped her with the basics and then her daughter entered most of the data
for her.

Old Crow – Dennis Frost
Contaminants or Contaminated Sites: People that
travel near the coast or the Crow Flats region, all the
time they find things left behind by exploration
companies a long time ago – seem to be pushing out of
the ground with permafrost. A long time ago, when
there weren’t a lot of laws, they used to bury their
stuff instead of taking it south. It is getting pushed
out of the ground now. Renewable Resources will pay
the trappers for identifying places on the land. Vuntut
Gwichin First Nation has the information.
Muskrat push-up counts: are sponsored by the
scientist that comes to Old Crow from Waterloo, ON.
They started it and we keep it up by continuing
counting push-ups in the surrounding lakes. We came
up with large numbers. We just count them on specific
designated lakes and then can compare the numbers to learn more about the cycle and find out why they change.
Should get more information from the International Polar Year projects because of our participation. Our people
are really interested in digging deep and finding out information – it is important to be involved.
Unusual Sightings: Cougars are the only strange sighting this year – have had a
number of sightings over the past few years. Not seeing anything done about it.
People are not allowed to harvest cougars in the Parks. In the NWT there isn’t a
specific rule, but believe it would fall under the same rules as bears – for defence
of property or life you could shoot it, but otherwise, shoot pictures. Think
reporting is preferred in the Yukon. People were not sure if there are specific
laws/regulations concerning cougars in either of the Territories.

Tsiigehtchic – Leighanne Lennie

Dennis Frost—Old Crow

Caribou: White spots were reported on caribou by one of the respondents. These
are parasites that travel on the inside of the animal – some of that stuff is not
dangerous to your health, but outdoor people are always watching that new things
aren’t introduced to an animal. The parasite are found all the time, but we take
them out and avoid eating them. In the discussion other people reported seeing
them from time to time both on Porcupine caribou and on the Blue Nose herd and
reindeer – have also seen them in whitefish, too. The meat would be safe to eat as
long as it is cooked or dried thoroughly.

weather and land.
Cougars: No cougar were seen this year, but the year before, they saw one around the Inuvik side ferry landing.
Nobody has a picture – they are too fast. A cougar was spotted in the mountains at the Arctic Circle on the east
side. Has a long tail. Tourists on the highway reported seeing a cougar 2 km south of Rock River – was a huge one.
It was not seen again, so may have moved on. Have to watch kids when cougars are around.
Contaminants and Contaminated Sights: Nobody around Tsiigehtchic mentioned contaminants. There is a site at
Caribou River that was cleaned a number of years ago, but 3 or 4 years ago garbage bags started showing through
Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Co-op, 14th Annual Gathering
March 14th & 15th, 2012
Inuvik, Northwest Territories
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the dirt on the river bank, it has opened up and is not cleaned up completely. Lorna Skinner will follow up to make
sure the site is on her list – if anyone has pictures, it would be helpful. There are a bunch of sites under
assessment, then they move into the remediation phase if there is a risk to human health. If they are not a risk,
they may not be cleaned up.

Inuvik Gwich’in – Julie-Ann
André
Springtime Caribou Hunt: they get
caribou on the Miner River or Sitidgi Lake
– about 40 km east of here. Not far from
Campbell, towards Travaillant.
Birds: some said the birds came late
because of the cold and left early. Freeze
up happened a second time after it
started to melt. Julie Ann found a dead
goose on the ice in March when going to
her camp.
Robert Alexie commented there is a big
difference today from 40-50 years ago.
We are missing a lot of birds, like black
birds – there are very few now. There are
some little birds we don’t see any more,
especially shore birds. What I saw in the
John Norbert, Lennie Emaghok, Robert Alexie Sr.,
50’s compared to today is pitiful. Don’t
Leighanne Lennie, and May Andre
know what is causing that. Black ducks and
that – don’t know what is going on in the outside world. Don’t know what can be done – there are big changes in this
part of the world since the 50s. In the 50s, people used to go out on the land, or amongst the lakes, today if I do
that, won’t see anything – no ducks, rats especially. We used to get all the ducks we want, but today it isn’t the
same.
Impacts from other regions: A lot of the birds that come here migrate to Mexico, etc. where there could be
contaminated. Shore birds have staging grounds and wintering grounds – things like what happened a year ago on
the Gulf will affect shore and water birds – can affect their migration route because of the distance. Oilsands
may be tied to what is happening. Everything has an impact, if you do something in one area, it can affect the
numbers. The North is a safe-haven because there is plentiful food and very few predators. If they are losing
numbers along the way, especially at staging sights, you will have smaller numbers here.
Are there bird trends that are improving? Golden eagles have been seen more this year. There is a low number
of seagulls around Old Crow this year. Over the years, have had so many of those because of the number of fish
spawning rivers and lakes. See a lot of Arctic Terns, but no seagulls – almost none.
There is a new species of seagulls in Yellowknife that attacks the ones that are normally seen there.
A humming bird spotted outside McPherson. That is very strange. Two places in the NWT have reported them.
Climate change has a lot to do with all these changes. With the birds, about two years ago, birds came in early,
and then it got cold again. When that happens, they may go south and nest where it is warm. Notice that the ducks
and geese don’t come on the same route as they used to, there is erosion and places drying out.
Beavers: In the 50’s game wardens took some beavers out of the Travaillant Lake area and moved them into the
Delta – at that time, there was no beavers in the Delta, but there were lots of rats. Now there are lots of
beavers, but no rats. The East Branch of the river is drying up. We shouldn’t fool around like that with nature.

Inuvik – Miles Dillon
Otters: are eating the muskrats, traveling to bush camps, see a lot of tracks on the lakes. Five years ago, you
wouldn’t see a lot of otters, now they are everywhere. May be the reason for low muskrats. Elders say otters can
even be dangerous to humans, they will attack anything and they kill beavers and muskrats. Tetlit Gwich’in
Page 10 of 50
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Renewable Resources Council put it on their action plan to study otters, have a workshop on them. Not many
animals prey on the otters. When they go from creek to creek, the wolverine can get them, but they are smart.
Otters have been seen teasing the big ukiuk seals. They have encroached on many trappers areas, they are a big
concern. They will go into a beaver house and will clean it out in a few days. They will leave what they kill and then
come back at a later date. In the early 70s we never used to see more than 1 or 2 otters, now you see lots of
them. The price of otters went up quite a bit this year. How you work your fur makes a big difference in the price,
so we are going to include that in our workshop. It was suggested maybe Environment & Natural Resources could
pay for otter carcasses. It is causing problems all over. Long ago, people lived with a certain number of otters that
lived primarily on fish. Over the years, they started feeding on muskrats and beavers. You see a lot of beavers
here and otters now. There are often 5-7 together, so that is why they are so dangerous. Lawrence Rogers is
going to do a study on the rats and beavers around
McPherson – he hasn’t got the money yet, but want to
study rats, for the ENRTP program at AC. It was
suggested there should be a recommendation to get
something done to control the population.
May Andre reported seeing a big mouse.

Tuktoyaktuk – Rebecca Pokiak
Gas price: in Tuktoyaktuk is cheaper than Inuvik.
Humming bird was seen summer 2010 – on flowers that
Rebecca’s mom grows.
Calendars or Journals: A calendar could be hanging on
the wall, with room for comments on the side. Or possibly
a pocket calendar that they could carry with them.
Possibly like a daily or monthly planner.
Reference books: The Co-op bought books for the
monitors re birds and insects for the coming year. Will be
sent out. Includes birds of Western North America.
Insects covers Alaska.
People from Sachs Harbour and other communities look at
the Co-op as a model for community based monitoring – is
there an interest in changing the survey for local herds?
Miles Dillon, Danny C Gordon, Mary Ruth Meyook
Not many commented this year, but asked why Paulatuk,
Sachs and Holman were not included. Michael Svoboda reported they are looking at developing their own system at
WMAC and Game council, FJMC – across the ISR. There would be some interview component and local monitors.
Beavers: Danny C Gordon commented in Aklavik in 1949, the government transported beaver to Aklavik. Gard
Gardlund had some lakes that were draining out, so brought in beaver to solve the problem.
Scientists & Professionals: a lot of the questions we have in the Co-op are directed towards scientists and
professionals. Questions can be tracked and answers requested.
Salmon species on the coast: Are the new species spawning?

Lunch Break, Danny C Gordon said Grace.

Aklavik Inuvialuit, Karlyn McLeod
Muskrat trapping: there is a lot of overflow, so push-ups are dry lately. There was lots of mink coming out of
muskrat push-ups. Overflow in other communities? Dennis Frost said it was okay – it wasn’t too deep, but there
were lots of them, and the push-ups worked through that.
Rivers were wider because of more slumping and erosion. Water in the ocean is not as salty as it used to be in
earlier years.

Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Co-op, 14th Annual Gathering
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Caribou: One of the reasons people didn’t meet their needs was they were too far away, but also wilder, behaved
differently. They run away when they see you coming. Really skittish.
Robert Alexie commented years ago, caribou used to pass at the end of October, early November – up Rat River
area. Today, around July 20, there was caribou by the border. As Elders, we don’t understand what is going on. We
pass the message to the caribou monitors that we like to know what is happening.
In 1958/59, Robert Alexie and his brother took a dog team to Caribou Mountain, up the Hart River to Blackstone
and there was caribou all across there. That is almost half way to Dawson. Today there are some at Engineer
Creek and that’s it. Would like to know what is happening.
The Porcupine Caribou Management Board has come to the conclusion that the caribou
have changed their route and gone to Alaska rather than their usual wintering grounds
on the Dempster Highway. Trondek Hwech'in harvested only one caribou last year
because they were not there at all. Discussed possible other reasons such as forest
fires causing the caribou to change their route, but no conclusion was reached on that.
Also discussed them perhaps eating their way out of their wintering grounds. Don’t
think we have nailed down one specific reason, but think there may be several reasons
and none of them have to do with hunting pressures – it is all these other reasons,
maybe several together.

Karlyn McLeod

Danny C Gordon has been harvesting the Porcupine Caribou Herd all his life. Has been
about 37 years since they started collaring caribou around Aklavik. There was a guy
who did five per year with a skidoo each year. Since then research hasn’t stopped. At
some point, enough is enough. Suggest we should leave them alone for 5-10 years and
see what happens. Haven’t seen a big bunch of caribou in at least 20 years. Maybe it
has something to do with the research. Think research is good up to a certain point,
but maybe we need to say enough is enough – 37 years for one species to be
researched. Maybe we could ask Don Russell about this.

Sport hunting: a concern was raised that hunting outside the NWT in Yukon or Alaska may affect the herd - if
the leaders were shot, meat wasted. Steven Taylor commented there is a big game outfitter that hunts Porcupine
Caribou, but they don’t have much interest in that animal. They would be more inclined to go after the Hart River
herd because their antlers are bigger. Their clientele are very rich people. Meat wastage fines may be just
considered a cost of doing business.

Sachs Harbour - Bridget Wolki
Bridget was invited to talk about Sachs Harbour.
Enjoyed the reports. Even though we are on an island, we see new species, different weather, new bugs. Golden
eagles, Gyrfalcons, birds of prey, song birds, different kinds of fish.
Weather: Has been very cold this winter. -30’s weather with -50 wind chill. The harbour didn’t freeze until
November, but the lakes and rivers froze in October. Got rain in December and January. Summers have been very
hot. Had 5 thunder storms last year – before were lucky to get 5 in 20 years. Permafrost melting is very sad to
see – was flying over the North East part of Banks Island and it is sad. Water in the rivers and lakes are brown,
and part of the ocean where the rivers and creeks come out. Lots of rain and fog.
Geese: have seen change in the migratory route – sometimes don’t even come to Banks Island, just go to the
nesting grounds. Goose banding – one year there was 25000 dead lesser snow geese from goose cholera. The
second week of July used to be okay, but now it would have to be another week earlier.
New Species & Unusual Sightings: There are new bugs, new salmon. Worms on the gills and fins. There is no more
multi-year ice. Didn’t believe it would happen, but it did. Polar-griz, get a lot of grizzlies – people are wary of them
because they don’t know much about how they act.
Peary Caribou population has dropped dramatically in the last 20 years, but before the population died out there
were white balls in the meat like you were talking about. May have something to do with the die-out. There are a
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lot of wolves, lots of rabid foxes. When I was growing up, you used to see caribou in the hills, you don’t see that
anymore.
Trapping is coming back slowly
because there are so many foxes.
They are turning cannibal because
there aren’t many lemmings.
Prevailing winds used to be from
the North, now from the East.
Winds are terrible compared to
before – can be scary. Lots of
storms.

Bridget Wolki, Fanny Greenland, Julie-Ann André

Birds: Lots of snowy owls,
peregrines and gyrfalcons, last
year saw a golden eagle in Sachs
Harbour.

Does the multi-year ice being
gone create wave action? People used to go on the ice to hunt seals, so now there are less of them – they are
more on the land than on the ice. Was at Johnson Point and there was ice there, but there was no ice below Sachs
Harbour in the summer. There is a lot of permafrost melting and lots of erosion happening.
There are a lot of wind tunnels – mini-tornados along the coast and at Shingle Point. It is really eroding there.
Fish: Are fish affected by all the brown water in the spawning grounds? How long will it take fish populations to
be affected?
Have just seen salmon in the last few years, but they are getting more and more each year. Last spring, when
fishing in a landlocked lake with a creek, have fished there for many years and have never seen ocean salmon there
before, but there were a lot of them.
What affect would a change in water temperature have on the fish? Colder water has more oxygen for breeding.
Fish will move elsewhere to look for that colder water. In the stream, when it is running over rocks, it creates
more oxygen in the streams. As water temperatures heat up, it might be dangerous for the fish.

Arctic Village & Kaktovik
Monitors from Alaska were unable to attend this Gathering. Their interviews are being completed and will be
submitted to the database.

Synthesis Reporting
Caribou Next Steps - Gagnon/Russell Manuscript
Catherine Gagnon joined the Gathering via Skype from Quebec. She reviewed the
presentation: Caribou and Climate: Linking ABEKC Caribou Interviews with Climate
Data, Catherine A Gagnon and Dominique Berteaux – University of Quebec in Rimouski
Catherine attended a Gathering in Aklavik a few years ago.
The purpose of meeting with the Co-op was to find out what data people wanted to be
analyzed. It seemed like caribou population numbers was something everyone was
interested in.
Caribou numbers are dropping all across Canada.
We are following up on work done by Don Russell. Looking for links between
information on caribou condition in the Co-op database and climate information from
the CARMA database.
CARMA = Circum-Arctic Rangifer Monitoring and Assessment Network
Look at snow, freezing rain, mosquitoes and other things – comparing it to years
where the caribou are more skinny or fat to see if there is a correlation. May be a
Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Co-op, 14th Annual Gathering
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combination of these things.
There is lots of information collected
by the Co-op and it needs to be cleaned
up to be used. Complex mathematics is
required to do the analysis. Hope to
have the study completed some time
this year.
We expect this will help us better
understand the link between climate
and caribou health.
Discussion:
Caribou have been coming way earlier in
the last five years, and using different
migration paths and spending time in
Alaska. Will the analysis shed light on
that? Will try to analyze the climate
information for each community, so
perhaps climate information will help
point out why caribou choose one path over another.
Can caribou and muskox live in the same environment together? Catherine has read somewhere that caribou and
muskox can exchange parasites. Whether or not they can live together may have been looked at by someone who
studies that. Can send information after looking up the reference.
Are you able to also look at habitat and habitat change over that time? Can look at the growing degree days as a
measure – can include that in the indicators analysed.
Have been talking about how shrubification and climate change are an issue – would that be included? Not sure
that information is documented in way that could be analyzed.

Indicator Presentation – Scott Gilbert
Scott Gilbert is a professor at Yukon College in Whitehorse. Linh Nguyen reviewed his presentation.
Scientific Indicators are collected by partners. Trying to analyse these to see if there are any trends.
Look at any indicators available. We have about 22 physical indicators at the moment.
Peel River Break-up and Ice Bridge – Re Ice Bridges, there
has been no obvious trends across the 32 years available. In
2008, they changed the technology used to form the ice
bridge, means the ice forms faster, so comparing data before
2008. Trend to later closing on last ferry over the last ten
years.
Biological Indicators – includes caribou and moose numbers.
Moose counts in Old Crow Flats were shown – have varied
dramatically over the years.
Porcupine Caribou Count in 2010 was 169,000, which was one
of the highest ever recorded. Birth rates in 2011 was 86% in
the sample, compared to a long term average of 82%. Calf
survival – in 2011 was 48% in June, compared to 74% as a long
term average.
Have about 18 indicators that track human activities. For
instance, Dempster Highway Road Kills – 9 caribou killed
between km 120 and 125 on the Dempster Highway. Yukon
Water Licences – were mostly for domestic use. Yukon
Development Permits – have increased somewhat mainly
Page 14 of 50
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North of Mayo.
The Co-op is continuing to update the indicators
as they become available.
Possible new indicator on Dolly Varden Charr
populations – last year Department of Fisheries &
Oceans and Parks Canada did a census, holding a
meeting now for the West Side Working Group in
Aklavik. Dolly Varden Charr are being considered
under COSEWIC. The Integrated Fisheries
Management Plan provides some data sets we
could use to prepare an indicator set to track.
Possibly could consider tracking human/bear
encounters with maps or graphs to follow camps
and cabins damaged by bears.
Other suggestions can be reported.
Discussion:
What kind of data is in the data warehouse maintained by Parks Canada? Just finished a State of the Parks report
for Ivvavik. Have four main indicators – forest, birds, insects, vegetation; tundra – caribou counts, soil profiling;
coasts – vegetation surveys. If the data ties into something, would be happy to share it. Question of what new
species are being seen, we have collected bugs that are new to the Park and vegetation that is encroaching on the
Park. Can narrow down species for bugs mentioned by monitors.
The Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board has heard comments from the communities they have seen bugs or plants
they cannot identify – have asked people to take pictures when possible. Is there a photo database that we can
match up? Parks Canada has a plant guide coming for around Sheep Creek – maybe ready around July, of typical
plants around Sheep Creek, to follow the Yukon Plant Field Guides. With insects, it is a bit harder. Students could
create a collage of the collection, most of it is written in names, and if we narrowed it down to a family or order,
students could help identify a bug you collect.

Other Related Monitoring Results
Porcupine Caribou Herd Update - Dorothy Cooley
Porcupine Caribou Management Board Update – Joe Tetlichi was not able to come to the meeting. Michael Svoboda
made up a small presentation of the information Dorothy Cooley sent in her email.
The Porcupine Caribou Herd photo census was done in 2010
Last census was
done by Alaska
Fish & Game –
they schedule it
out and go
ahead with it,
whether or not
the weather
cooperates. Has
to be done when
the caribou are
congregating to
get good
results. They
use photos of
the herd and
then count the
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caribou in the photos. It can be very accurate, but the conditions have to be right to get good photos. They want
to do another count right away to confirm and perhaps set a new trend.
Discussion:
Is it normal for the bulls to start rutting early? Steve Taylor answered from his knowledge, in the beginning of
October they should already be in a rut then. Not sure if they are rutting before that. Are not getting any good
reports in our area, because there have been no caribou in the area.
Calving location: Aerial photos are taken at the calving grounds on the coast. At Caribou Mountain, the caribou
used to have the young ones there, that is why they call it Caribou Mountain. Don’t think they take photos of that
area, but we saw calves at James Creek in June, so they must be calving some other place than the coast.
Traditional Knowledge: The Porcupine Caribou Management Board would like to have more traditional knowledge up
front and not as something that is consulted later in the game. Last year and the year before, when scientists said
there might be only 80,000 caribou left, the Porcupine Caribou Management Board were doing a community tour
and talking to people in the communities. It was obvious the Elders did not say the Porcupine Caribou were in a
decline. There is hardly any difference between scientific knowledge and traditional knowledge because they base

their findings on the same things – observations, experimentation and trial and error. The aboriginal people have
been doing this for many years.
Yukon Government Caribou Regulations: Politicians decided a drastic action had to be taken. It shows that
traditional knowledge is alive and well and we should use it a lot more. The stumbling block, especially in the Yukon,
they talk about working together, but they don’t really do it, not like they do here. When the caribou figures came
out, showing a drop in the population, we had said that how could the numbers have changed so much when our
numbers haven’t changed that much in the last ten years, but nobody listened to us. We are biologists, we live off
the caribou, and that is why we are concerned about caribou.
Yukon and NWT hunting regulations were changed for 2011/2012 season as recommended by the Porcupine Caribou
Management Board. Licensed hunters limited to 2 bulls only – no restriction on aboriginal hunters.
Porcupine Caribou Management Board collecting harvest data.
Porcupine Caribou Management Board meeting will be at the end of this month in Whitehorse.
Caribou Population: Elders have mentioned about the count – too many is no good. Don’t know if that means they
might really crash. That is something to keep in our mind.
Herd Composition: How many were bulls, cows and young calves in the last count?
Calf birth rate and survival were low in spring 2011 – not a concern unless happens for multiple years. Body
condition participation still low.
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Harvest Management Plan Annual Harvest Meeting was held in February – recommendations have not been
released yet.
Rut Count will be done if they get a census number this year. Steve Taylor commented the other concern with the
rut, is people that harvest during the rut, and most people feel that meat is not edible and people harvesting that
meat are just after the horns only and are not eating the meat. Mostly it is non-native people doing that, sport
hunters, etc.
There are no commercial tags for the Porcupine Caribou Herd, but there are big game hunters that do get tags.
The Rut Count Project Description will be presented tomorrow by Jennifer Smith.

Salmon Update - Karen Dunmall
Department of Fisheries & Oceans was not able to attend this meeting. They suggested Karen Dunmall attend to
make the presentation. Arctic Salmon – PhD Candidate, University of Manitoba, www.arcticsalmon.ca
Reason for the Project:
This is the very beginning of the project that came from observations from people like the Co-op. People are
seeing salmon more often and want to know why.
Types of Salmon caught:
5 species of Salmon – Chum, Pink, Sockeye, Chinook, Coho. Chum are also known as Dog Salmon. Chum are the only
ones successfully spawning in the Arctic. Nobody we know of has seen salmon spawning in the Arctic or caught
juvenile ones in the river.
All other species caught
are “lost”. Don’t think
they are spawning
successfully yet.
Chum Salmon are caught
everywhere – in the
Beaufort Sea, in the
Delta, tributaries to
Alberta border, Great
Bear and Great Slave.
Pink and Chinook are
captured only in the Delta
and on the Coast – not
usually seen past
Tsiigehtchic.
Sockeye are very rare –
only 17 have been caught
and reported in the last
20 years.
Two Coho salmon reported ever – 1 this year at Tsiigehtchic.
Identifying Salmon Species: Salmon in the ocean are silver, but change colour when they enter a river. It makes
them easier to identify, but not as good to eat. Chum have no spots on the back. Big black spots means it is
probably a pink salmon. (see the chart on the following page for diagrams).
Life Cycle: All salmon spend time in the ocean to grow and eat. Migrate to a river to spawn – normally where they
were born. Females dig a nest in the gravel, spawn and die. The eggs develop eyes, and have a yolk sac that is eaten
up before emerging as fry. When they emerge from the gravel, they head out to the ocean. Chinook, Coho and
Sockeye spend at least a year in the river as juveniles. Think that perhaps those types do not find a river to
overwinter in the Arctic.
Chum salmon spend 2-4 years in the ocean. Pink salmon come back as 2 year olds.
Salmon Reporting Program: The Department of Fisheries & Oceans started the project in 2000 – exchanging
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salmon for gift cards. 250
salmon were reported up to
2010. Karen started in 2011
to ramp up the project. 205
whole salmon were reported
in 2011. At Fort Good Hope
and Norman Wells – there
were a couple of people that
fished for salmon as a
business – only got chum.
Purpose of the Project:
Project is being done because
of local concerns, also
because the salmon connect
the fresh water and ocean
and tell us about those
environments. They could be
an indicator of change in
those environments.
Looking to find out: how long
they spend in fresh water,
how long do they spend in the ocean to eat. Currently think they swim to Alaska to grow, then swim back to the
Mackenzie. With climate change, there maybe food available more
locally. Want to know if they are successfully spawning in Arctic
locations.
Looking at interaction with native fish species – spawning habitat is
limited, so there is possible competition with char.
Do we manage these as invasive species, or as an alternate fishery
option?
Salmon that have been turned in have been sub-sampled. Scales were
used to age the salmon – like rings on a tree. Salmon returned had not
spent time in fresh water, four winters in the ocean and returned to
the river as five year olds – most salmon in other places are 4 years old.
Think it is to get bigger, possibly food is not as easily found.
Salmon Map: Developed a map with the Aurora Research Institute
using the catch data for salmon turned in to Department of Fisheries &
Oceans. Understand there are salmon caught on a regular basis that
are eaten and not included in the data. (Green = Chinook, black = Chum,
pink = Pink, blue = Coho)
Want to use genetic analysis to determine where the salmon are coming from, and if they are locally adapted to
the Arctic.
Communications: Will develop a poster with results. Now have a pamphlet explaining the project (was distributed
at the meeting).
Have a website and a facebook page – a great way to interact with different communities that are interested in
the project. www.arcticsalmon.ca or www.facebook.com/arcticsalmon. Hope you will be able to find information
easily using the website.
It was fantastic to walk into a project that had so much work that has been done already.
Rewards: $50 per whole salmon with catch information (date, location) or $25 per head with catch information.
Discussion:
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Re Dog Salmon around Tsiigehtchic: Got 18 reported from Tsiigehtchic. As more information comes in, we will
get it back out to the communities.
Traditional Knowledge: is very important. Know that you can stay in the river over to Aklavik from Old Crow. Fish
are the same way, they can use a good rain when the water is deeper can use the rivers to travel a long way. There
are some areas where people don’t know a lot, down to the Little Bell – it is navigable by fish, it is important to
keep those in mind. .
Up the Peel in the Yukon: Two salmon caught in the same place in a couple of days – think it was a dog salmon.
Robert Alexie commented you never saw salmon back in the 50s.
Why are salmon showing up? We are trying to connect information from the communities and starting to do
genetic work to find out if salmon are spawning locally and getting better at it, or if they are coming from
somewhere else. There are salmon spawning in Alaska. Don’t know why people are seeing more salmon – have heard
they come in higher numbers every five years or so. There is knowledge in the communities about that, but there
is no scientific knowledge about it. A big question is where the salmon are going in the ocean – we don’t know what
they are eating or where they are going, if they are becoming a food source for other mammals in the oceans.
From their scales, we know they are growing a lot in the last year before they enter the rivers.
Dennis Frost suggested they may follow the herring that migrate in the Mackenzie system. Suggested looking at
what they are eating. Karen reported we looked at the stomachs and they are empty. They are not eating in the
rivers.
Large salmon at Tuktoyaktuk: Someone in Tuktoyaktuk had a net for seals and caught a salmon in a ten inch mesh.
It was getting soft, so he threw it away. There is a reward program, so you can get a $50 gift card for the whole
salmon, or $25 for just the head if you want to eat it. The head has an otolith that is like a rock and it grows with
the salmon. If we take it out and cut into it, we can tell what the water was like around it at every stage. With
differences in the oceans, we hope to be able to tell where it goes in the oceans and what depth. We can also tell
species from the head.
Salmon in the Mackenzie: Miles Dillon has been fishing in the Mackenzie all his life – two Coho and two Chum were
caught this year. The Coho were still good. The spawning male was just dripping with liquids and the tale was all
chewed up. The four were caught in two days in the same place.
What is the length of these salmon? Chinook salmon can get quite big. The Chum salmon, those caught most
often are about 2.5’ and the Pink are about 1.5’ long. The Chinook are also called King Salmon in Alaska because
they are the biggest.

Northern Contaminants Program - Lorna
Skinner
About the Program: The Northern Contaminants Program was
started in 1991 because of contaminants found in wildlife, fish
and marine mammals.
Contaminants sometimes found in waste sites or rigs are called
local contaminants.
This project is about long-range contaminants, mostly from China.
A video was shown earlier of the mercury moving from Asia.
Contaminants get into the air, when the air cools, it drops in the
Arctic.
Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) - Man made contaminants.
Heavy Metals – naturally occurring, but can be also released by
human activities.
The Northern Contaminants Program looks at Human Health including blood sampling, monitoring what people eat,
to get an understanding of country foods being eaten and blood
levels.
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Benefit/Risk Evaluation - Country foods are healthy for people, want to show that scientifically.
Contaminants can come from the air into the water – then there is a process of methalization, which is when it
becomes harmful. With climate change there is more plant matter at the bottom of lakes, so it accumulates and
magnifies in the fish.
Environmental Monitoring & Research: Monitor contaminant levels and trends, assess exposure levels and change,
support assessment of human health risks, support projects that are funded under the Community Based
Monitoring and Knowledge Integration
subprogram.
Would like to work more closely with
the Co-op.
Produce scientific information that
supports changes to the use of
domestic and international chemical
initiatives.
This program is based on proposals –
so if there is no proposal, the work
does not get done. Will work with
communities to submit proposals or
get a researcher to submit a proposal.
Ecosystem Based Monitoring – looking
at caribou in Northern Quebec and
Porcupine Caribou Herd. Average
mercury concentration is a bit higher,
but still safe to eat, and nutritionally
valuable.
Marine Eco Systems – working on
beluga at Hendrickson Island. Have
had some discussions about using Traditional Knowledge properly. It is important to include it, but haven’t figured
out that part completely yet. Ringed Seals project at Sachs Harbour. That has been going on for some time.
Beluga project shows contaminant levels are fairly stable. Has been going on since 1994, has been annual since
2001. They are looking at mercury, pcb’s and ddt. Seal monitoring at Sachs Harbour – researcher has a reward
programs. Looking at a list of 75-100 new chemicals. Seals at Sachs Harbour are a bit higher compared to Arviat
and Resolute. Has been going since 70s, recently started to do it more often.
Freshwater – have had a lot of public health advisories in Deh Cho – 10 lakes since last year, 4 lakes in the Sahtu
since last year. The reason we are getting these is because it is important for people to know what is in what they
are eating. We are monitoring burbot at Fort Good Hope and Rampart Rapids. Health Canada has a guideline of .5
parts per million, anything higher than that an advisory is issued. Have been monitoring for 30 years, levels have
been going up. We are sitting at just under .45 on most recent survey.
Community Based Monitoring and Knowledge Integration – to promote integration of community knowledge and
perception in Human Health and Environmental Monitoring and Research projects in order to improve our
knowledge of ecosystem dynamics and change related to contaminants. This must be led or co-led by a community.
Projects funded: Deh Cho First Nations – trout, walleye and whitefish. Whitefish are not predatory fish so don’t
tend to analyse them. Did some last year, to show the comparison. University of Victoria – Husky Lakes – trout –
looking at whether saltier water has an affected the fish. Wekʼèezhìi Renewable Resources Board — Russell Lake
and Marion Lake – had a 20 year old Northern Pike analysed.
Have money for communications, capacity building and outreach. To build capacity among frontline workers and
communicators – training. Delivery of synthesized contaminant messages. Communications research. Core
communications and capacity building activities. Look at how to get information out better, what is the best
method of communications for research. Provide capacity building funding in all proposals – researchers are
supposed to teach capacity building, need to know what is true capacity building in a better way. If we took a bit
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from all of the programs and made a better capacity building project, it may be more beneficial than just getting
people to catch fish.
There are 3 international agreements that our research is sent to. United Nations Economic Commission for
European Union Convention on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution; Protocols on Persistent Organic Pollutants
(POPs) and heavy metals and global United Nations Environment Programme; Stockholm Convention on POPs.
Health Advisories – recommendations last year were issued by the Government of the NWT, Chief Public Health
Officer, to limit consumption on fish from some lakes in Akaitcho and Dehcho. Blood levels in the Inuvialuit
Settlement Region from beluga meat were lower than in Nunavik.
20th Northern Contaminants Program Results Workshop – every year have a workshop where researchers
present their results, switches between North and South location. Considering having it in Inuvik, but has not been
confirmed yet. Compiling 20 years of data on mercury and POPs.
Questions & Discussion:
Is the mercury being measured the long range or the stuff that is naturally released? It is a compilation. It
is the smaller lakes that are having problems – there is less problem in the Great Bear Lake and Great Slave Lake.
Hypothesis is that climate change is feeding this as plants grow more.
Does mercury come from the air or flow out of the ground? 15 years ago was fishing the Hornaday River and
you could see liquid mercury flowing. Was the same as you see in the thermometer. Lorna Skinner explained the
mercury you get in the lakes is not something you can see at all. Will write down the comment to look into it.
Is there information why seals are dying – there were dead seals on the beaches last year around Sachs
Harbour, possibly also around Alaska? Will speak to Derek Mure who is doing that work. Gary Sterns is also
doing work, but not under the Northern Contaminants Program.
When you get that higher mercury level, such as in Kelly Lake what do you do? We did a dietary study, with
hair analysis to determine the mercury levels in the blood and correlated that with the fish. It was not in the
people except minutely in two people, but not enough for a concern.
Contaminated sights section: James Andre asked us to check into some sights, we have a database of sites, and
are assessing and prioritizing them. There is only a clean-up if there is proof of a human health risk.
What are the fish with the highest levels of mercury? Predatory fish tend to be higher, Northern Pike have
not been above Health Canada guidelines, tends to be more often Trout, Walleye and Pickerel are fairly high –
usually higher than trout. The older the fish is, the higher the levels are. Each public health advisory will depend
on the level of mercury present. Usually the limit is 1-2 servings twice per week. If you don’t eat any more fish for
60 days, it will leave your body. Tuna also has high levels of mercury, also sword fish, so there are advisories for
those as well. If you go to the Health Canada website, they are the ones that determine the limits that are
appropriate. Our level is at 0.5 parts per million and US limit is 1 part per million, so our limit is very conservative.
How do you tell if you have high mercury levels in your body? One of the symptoms is “brain fog” so you can’t
think straight. You just have to be careful to alternate food sources, and alternate between predatory fish and
others. Fish is not bad for you, will let you know if there is a problem.

Day Two – March 15th, 2012
Review of Day 1 and Day 2 Objectives
Call to order at 9:00 by James Andre
Opening Prayer – Danny C Gordon
U18 Gathering – had 15 youth participating in the 2nd day of the meeting, did some advertising on the radio on CBC.
Michael Svoboda reviewed the results of yesterday’s meeting and items on today’s agenda.
Participants were invited to write down comments through the meeting about how to make the Co-op more useful.
Discussion:
Miles Dillon commented about collars – he had trapped a wolverine that was wearing a collar that was very tight
causing sores and removing all of the hair from it’s neck. He wanted to know how long they stay on the animal. Linh
Nguyen explained that collars are programmed to release after a set time, for example two years, know that they
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have to re-collar caribou because the collars come off. The old collars were bolted on and didn’t come off, but
those are not used any more.
Dorothy Cooley sent an email to reply to questions asked. The Porcupine Caribou Management Board brochure will
be included in the meeting proceedings. The purpose of the rut count is to find the ratio of bulls to cows. In the
last count, there was 57 bulls for 100 cows. They do the count during the rut because the herd is the most mixed
when they are breeding. A ratio of 50-60 bulls to cows is considered very good, lower than 40 is considered a
problem. It is good to keep track of the ratio and be conservative. Cannot get bull/cow ratio from the photo
census because cannot tell the younger bulls from cows, would only be able to identify calves and large bulls
possibly.

Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board Update - Janet Boxwell
Janet reviewed a presentation. Commented that a lot of what the Co-op is doing is similar to the Gwich’in
Renewable Resources Board.
Talked about community monitoring; the Gwich’in Harvest Study – currently focussing on ungulates including
caribou, moose, muskox and Dall’s sheep. Research Interests are collected from the community and priorities
determined by the Board supporting community capacity building and communication of results; Collaboration –
research priorities workshop to be held in the fall
2012.
Questions & Discussion:
Research Priorities Workshop – Aboriginal &
Northern Affairs, Cumulative Impacts Monitoring
Program and Northern Contaminants Program have
programs that we manage – is there an interest to
provide information to the workshop? Janet
Boxwell explained the workshop is an opportunity
for various organizations to share what they are
working on and the priorities.
Capacity Building – Northern Contaminants
Program is interested in what this means to
community members. There are people conducting
the interviews, people inputting data – gives
computer skills, assisting Fisheries Biologist – use
students that are interested in that area for their
education.
Research Priorities – they are community driven.
Ft McPherson is concerned about fish because
there are 17 rig sites up the river that have never
been cleaned up. Swan Lake has a rig that was
never cleaned up. Otters have been a concern for
all the communities, also climate change. We all
have different priorities, but we all have to work
together because there is only so much funding.
Have to pool all our resources together to meet the
needs of the people.

Janet Boxwell

Cougars, otters and beavers on the coast - is there a possibility of getting some research done? Janet Boxwell
cannot commit the Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board to a particular project, but identifies research interests
so when a wildlife researcher comes into the region, we can approach them with the community priorities.
Research on caribou – is there any collaring involved? The Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board is not directly
involved in the caribou research. Environment & Natural Resources has asked for support for their program, so we
have asked for additional information. The Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board biologist will not be going out to
do the research, but would assist with input of data and communication with the community. It may be possible for
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current technology to allow tracking of animals without causing as much stress – will bring that concern forward to
Environment & Natural Resources’ biologist, Marsha Branigan.
Caribou Information: Would like to see more Co-op information used by people that are working for the caribou –
mainly the Porcupine Caribou Management Board. Collars are not something I believe in. Most of the concerns
about caribou use seem to be speculation. People say other people are not hunting correctly – that kind of finger
pointing is wrong. There are concerns about 950 km of vegetation burnt in the Eagle Plains district burned, a lot of
lakes that have dried up where caribou used to feed on the push-ups —this should be a big issue. The Inuvialuit,
Gwich’in and people from Alaska, depend on the meat. We should push for a different way to try to get
information out that is gathered from the communities on caribou.
Michael Svoboda responded – the ABEK Co-op has changed focus to look at the data in better ways, enter the
data directly into tables that can be shared. Will need to think about how to get the information out now – will be
looking at that during the break-out session.

Community Based Monitoring – Inuvialuit Settlement Region
Wildlife Management Advisory Council North Slope, Jennifer Smith / Fisheries
Joint Management Committee, Kaila Hansen-Craik
How do we get the information that people are putting into ABEK out? Have been working on Synthesis products.
When talking to people realized there are a lot of different community interests, not just caribou, so developed a
program for the Inuvialuit Settlement Region. Fisheries Joint Management Committee has taken the lead on the
program after the Inuvialuit Game Council passed a motion to implement the program. Have completed some initial
steps to create the program – including workshops, forming a Steering Committee and Working Group. Community
concerns and the needs of co-management boards will guide the program, along with the needs of government.
The program will include full-time or near full time community monitors – duties have not yet been determined. A
Coordinator will also be employed for the program. Will be looking at other programs that have already been
developed to learn from the strengths and weaknesses. Will continue to work with ABEK and coordinate to
minimize the overlap between the programs.
Questions & Discussion:
Is there a timeline for getting this up and running? Kaila explained they have some internal goals, but nothing
that can be presented to communities as a solid timeline. The next steps we are committed to – now that we have
approval of the program outline – will be going back to the
communities to provide an update, assess what their
priorities to prepare a program action plan. Sent the
Program Overview to all Hunters & Trappers Committees
about a week ago, hope to get into their meetings over the
next month.
How this will be funded? There are some ideas on the
table. Funding is always an issue, but it is still undecided.
Funding has been secured to develop the program, need to
look at funding for how to proceed after that. Lorna Skinner
explained there is a proposal writing workshop coming that
will include all of the different programs and the types of
funding that is offered by Government of Canada, will be
Kaila Hansen-Craik, Jennifer Smith
able to write a program proposal based on their priorities.
The Water Strategy produced a funding calendar that
includes a lot of federal programs as well as Government of the NWT ones – includes all the program deadlines.
Each community has their own priorities re what is important right now. How do you compare all the data
sets from the 6 communities, especially if one is focussed on a different area? Kaila commented it is a given
that different communities are different because of their eco-systems – will be able to look at the region as a
whole and get an idea of trends from year on year comparisons. The Game Council will have to provide a set of
criteria that everyone works with. It is still in its early stages.
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What area will you focus on – land, water, animals? It will be all of those things, with some guiding principles to
keep it relevant and simple. There may be some species that the communities decide to focus on – including marine
mammals, fish as well as wildlife.
The Mackenzie River flows through the Gwich’in Settlement Area as well as the Inuvialuit Settlement Region –
will we be able to share information if we are working on similar studies? Goal is to reduce overlap. One of the
themes from the workshop tour, communities urge that information get back to them in a timely manner. Will be
looking at that once some of the initial planning is done – data management, storage and communication back to the
community.
We need to not just share information, but also compare information on eco-systems. When we bring
information systems together, we need to be able to compare similar things.

Break-Out Session - Community Based Monitoring Results
The group took turns at three different stations in the room:
Validation, review and discussion of survey results
Discuss what other information should be investigated
Are we missing any
important information?

Jennifer Smith, Miles Dillon,
Danny C Gordon, Mary Ruth
Meyook, Blythe Brown, Karlyn
McLeod, Rebecca Pokiak

Linh Nguyen, Leighanne Lennie,
John Norbert, May Andre,
Robert Alexie Sr., Lennie
Emaghok, Steve Taylor, Bridget
Wolki, Rebecca Pokiak

Jeremy Mosher, Lorna Skinner, James Andre,
Michael Svoboda

Notes from the Break-Out Sessions are
included as an appendix to this report.
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Elders Panel
Danny C Gordon, Robert Alexie Sr, John Norbert, Emma Dick
Following is a summary of the comments. More complete notes are included in the appendix to this report.
Danny C Gordon travels a lot, mostly down the North Slope and
on the Coast and sees a lot of changes.
See a lot of slumping and land slides
Harbours are filling in with gravel brought by ice and storms.
Decline in numbers of fish, especially char. An exception is
the Firth River which still has good char stocks.
Seeing Broad Whitefish at Herschel Island/Shingle Point
which is new.
Caribou have moved onto Herschel Island in the last 18-20
years.
Practice conservation to preserve wildlife — notice a
difference between scientific knowledge and traditional
knowledge about caribou numbers.
It is easier to land on Herschel Island now because there is
much less ice.
Robert Alexie is an Elder from Fort McPherson. He has been
living on the land since he left school in 1949.

Danny C. Gordon

Changes in river channels would prevent using the size of boats used by Shell in the 60s and 70s. We are
losing a lot of water.
Seeing slides along the river. See things changing very quickly.
Warm summer weather left scorched leaves along the Peel River last year, very unusual.
Caribou is biggest concern today. Elders in the past would
have said there is something wrong, but don’t have the
answer.
Water and fish are other big concerns because the
caribou and fish provide food for the people.
Slides into the river and lower water levels are causes for
concern.
Need to protect the wildlife and environment to pass it
down to the younger generation.
John Norbert is an Elder from Tsiigehtchic.
Robert Alexie Sr., John Norbert

Community Monitors are a big help to record what is
changing on the land.

Good to have Elders at the meeting because they know the country inside out.
Having too many caribou means the numbers will go down again. Numbers will go up and down in nature for
everything.
Worried about water, and the headwaters of the Arctic Red River where we get our water supply from.
Concerned about staking that may be happening up there.
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Steve Taylor is an Elder from Dawson City and a member of the
Porcupine Caribou Management Board. He loves to hunt and fish.
Elders who spend time on the land are the experts. They are
scientists that really know what is going on.
Need to help government and other organizations benefit from the
information here. They rely too much on scientific information from
government departments rather than using traditional scientific
knowledge. Need to move the traditional knowledge to the forefront.
When information is gathered, need to have people in the community
assigned to do something about it.
James Andre told a story about David Suzuki. He said when he came out
of school, he thought he knew everything. He went to a community in
Quebec and they brought a caribou to the school and invited an Elder to
cut up the caribou. As he was cutting up the caribou he told about what
Steve Taylor
the caribou ate today, how far he travelled, and all about it. Before that,
David Suzuki said, he never had respect for Elders, but that changed him. Now he is an Elder, too
LUNCH BREAK
Grace was said by Emma Dick.
Michael Svoboda reviewed the remaining Agenda items.

Elders’ Panel (continued)
Emma Dick, from Inuvik, spoke about her younger days.
Very few people are trapping anymore.
March was muskrat season. People would stay out in tents - even at
40 below.
Went to below Fish River in February to hunt rabbits to sell at the
hotel in Aklavik.
Rivers and traplines are changed.
People with better trapping areas would help out those that had
poorer areas.
The coastline has changed. Small boats cannot go where schooners
used to travel because the channels are much shallower than before.
It is good to eat wild meat — caribou, moose, fish, rabbits, ducks
Michael Svoboda, Emma Dick

Co-op Direction Discussion

Priorities & Analysis – not all of the things suggested are part of the Co-op’s mandates, but can send the
information to partner groups. Things we can look at: Otters, Invasive Species, facilitating caribou discussions
between outfitters and hunters.
James Andre suggested we should do an extra day next year – it seems like we are always pushing time to finish
our agenda. Seemed like we were pushing the Elders to finish.
Youth Gathering is starting at 4:00 and going to about 8:00 p.m.
Lorna Skinner from Contaminated Programs is interested in working with the ABEK. Would like to add a question
on consumption of fish, so we can provide information to her department. She may be able to provide some
funding.
Suggestion to add Paulatuk, Uluhaktok and Sachs Harbour – to add the communities that are sharing the waters
and Arctic Char. Michael Svoboda agreed that was the idea of having Bridget Wolki attend and the Fisheries Joint
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Management Committee and Wildlife Management Advisory Council representatives attend. They are starting
their program very big with a large budget requirement each year – as they develop, that would be a way of making
sure they are coordinated with us each year. Will try to include Sachs Harbour next year again. It is hard to try
and add 3 communities at once because of budgets.
Should try to include Arctic Village again. Michael Svoboda confirmed they have finished all their interviews
done by Mildred Allen. US Fish & Wildlife didn’t have a budget to fly her to the meeting this year. For Kaktovik,
Flora Rexford is the monitor, and will be doing the interviewing later in the spring. Gary Kofinas from University
of Alaska Fairbanks – wants to add Venetie, Alaska, as a Co-op community. Many people have said, they like the
program. Discussed adding Fort Yukon. They live a very traditional lifestyle. Possibly could ask Arctic Village to
give us a contact person for Fort Yukon.
Aurora Research Institute was suggested as a possible partner because they are aware of the research being
done in the area, would be a good idea to create linkages.
Suggestion to ask Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board to take on the administrative and logistics role – they
could take it on as part of an in-kind support from them. Will explore that for the coming year. Can also approach
the Inuvialuit Game Council – Frank Pokiak is the contact person.

Other Business
Identification of Potential New Board Members
Current Board Members: Blythe Brown – Department of Fisheries & Oceans, James Andre – Fort McPherson,
Fanny Greenland & Jeremy Mosher – Aklavik, Linh Nguyen – Parks Canada, Jennifer Smith – Wildlife Management
Advisory Council (North Slope), James Pokiak – was appointed last year, but didn’t come to the meetings, Billy
Storr – was appointed last year, but didn’t attend, Charlie Snowshoe – didn’t attend this year, Amy Thompson –
Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board was appointed last year, Todd Powell – Yukon Government, Joanne Bryant –
US Fish & Wildlife.
Billy Storr is interested in staying involved, but not as an active Board Member, Charlie Snowshoe in interested in
continuing as observer.
Suggested New Board Members: Bridget Wolki – Sachs Harbour, Robert Alexie Sr – Elder Fort McPherson,
Leighanne Lennie would like to represent youth. Julie-Ann Andre – Inuvik, Miles Dillon — Inuvik
Meetings are a 1 hour conference call, 10 times per year – we need 50% attendance to meet quorum. If you can’t
make the regular calls, you can join as an observer. The Board is a charity, so there is no pay unless your
community organization supports you.
James Andre commented he has been on the Board for 10 years and enjoys it.
Annual General Meeting to be held when the financials are done. Board member nominations will be put forward
then for the coming year.

Business Timelines
Usually the financials are done by June. If you fill in a membership form, we will send you the Annual General
Meeting notice, and you can dial in to a toll-free conference call, or we can call you. It is really important if you
are on the nomination list that you complete one of these membership forms.

Next Annual Gathering Location
Suggestions – Old Crow, Whitehorse, Aklavik
Considerations: Old Crow is a very traditional place. Last time we had a meeting there was 7 years ago. Need to
think of the cost to hold the meeting there. Aklavik is suggested as an alternative location if Old Crow does not
work. Whitehorse – accommodation costs alone would make it difficult.
Youth Gathering could be done in either Old Crow or Aklavik.
To cut transportation expenses, need to consider traveling in one vehicle.
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Wrap-Up, Closing Comments
Emma Dick thanked everyone for coming to the meeting.
Jeremy Mosher – First time attending the gathering. This Co-op has to be kept going. Everyone keeps talking
about Traditional Knowledge, observation, communities doing the work. This is the community doing the work – our
data showed the Porcupine Caribou weren’t crashing when everyone thought they were. Enjoy meeting everyone,
look forward to seeing you again.
Janet Boxwell – my first time attending. Had heard about ABEK and see we have a lot in common. Look forward to
our collaboration and using it in a meaningful way.
Miles Dillon enjoyed sitting down with the Elders that have been on the land, and sitting down and having a cup of
coffee. It is very important that you get all your information from the Elders out there, and the people that have
been on the land. Some people who would like to be interviewed had picked berries or had a fish net, but they
didn’t qualify for the requirements. I’m a part-time trapper and will be building a house this year, bought all the
material, so will be spending the spring building our first camp. We learned how to live on the land from our
parents, grandparents. What they teach us about ice conditions, spring migration, everything I know was taught by
my father, father-inlaw, grandparents, great uncles. You can’t just put someone out on the land and tell him to go
trapping. They have to know something. It is a lot of fun in the Delta, I love fishing and catching the new fish got
me wondering if they are spawning here. Everything I have been told about the land and the erosion was all taught
by the Elders that have been on the land. Husband and wives that have been on the land – he goes trapping, she
stays in camp – cooking and keeping things warm. They see different things, so it is important to talk to both.
Danny C. Gordon thanked everyone. I enjoyed it. Think the officials and Chairpersons and the biologists that
weren’t here should be invited, we did have some questions for them.
Mary Ruth Meyook - my first time, found it very interesting, thank you.
Blythe Brown - my second meeting, first year as a Board member. Find it very interested because of the
information shared here. What we are doing here is very important, so one of my main goals is to inform everyone
about the things going on here, so the information is used by researchers and the public.
Karlyn McLeod - my first time, had fun and learned lots.
Steve Taylor - first time, learned lots. We have to keep this thing going, it is really important. Thank you for
inviting the Porcupine Caribou Management Board to this meeting. I plan to make sure that any chance I get I will
promote ABEK and push the politicians to support this organization along.
Rebecca Pokiak thanked everyone for inviting her again. A lot of good information, learned a lot in the last two
days.
Bridget Wolki thanked everyone for inviting her. Although I am very far north, we have the same animal species,
climate change, etc. Hope this keeps going.
Fanny Greenland thanked the Elders for their direction. The change in the land and living on the land reminds me
of my grandparents. There are good concerns, good reports from the monitors, good to see friends. Have a safe
trip back home.
Julie-Ann André - it was my first year being a monitor, enjoyed visiting with the people being interviewed. There
are a lot of similarities in the information and it is surprising how we can be similar in Fort McPherson and
Tuktoyaktuk when they are so far apart and have a different lay of the land. I am a land based person and like to
be kept up on changes and be a part of stuff that you don’t normally hear from other people. Thank you for
inviting me.
John Norbert thanked everyone for inviting him, and was happy to see the new faces. One of the best meetings I
have been to. Like the Elders Panel, communicating with everybody, accountability is there. Glad to be here –
thanks for inviting me. Wish everyone a safe trip home.
Lennie Emaghok thanked ABEK for inviting him. Coming here there is so much knowledge that you hear from the
people, and the Elders, things like Emma saying there is no more trappers, you hear and wonder what it is coming
to. Thank you and hope to be invited again.
Robert Alexie Sr. - was good to be invited. Was sitting on here a while ago, looking back and gathering from each
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community and talking about the past, what is going on is important for our future generations. We can pass that
on and learn from one another. Our children have to learn from now for future generations. We can help one
another, teach one another, we learn a lot from one another. I like to know what is going on down river. We have to
help one another figure out things and talk about it and most of all, learn from one another. Have a safe trip home.
Kaila Hansen-Craik - this was my first time attending the ABEK meeting, a lot of the same feelings as other
people. There is a lot of good stuff happening here, we should work together to build on a successful program. Will
be looking to Michael Svoboda and ABEK as we develop our monitoring program for the Inuvialuit Settlement
Region. Thank you for inviting me and listening to my presentation.
Leighanne Lennie - glad to be here, a good learning experience and interesting as well. Enjoy doing the surveys,
see Elders and listen to stories. When you visit them, some wouldn’t normally get visitors at all.
Michael Svoboda - this is my 4th gathering – they are always full. There is a lot of work ahead of us. At these
meetings, they are very productive, but we have a lot of work to do with data communication and we can keep
sharpening our pencils to increase the impact of the information. Challenging year ahead financially, but hope to
band together. Thank you to the Inuvialuit and Gwich’in for inviting me here.
James Andre thanked all the monitors. They did a good job. Would also like to thank the Board of Directors and
the guest presenters and our coordinator. Thank the cooks. The first night we came here, Michael Svoboda was
still working at 1 a.m. and at 6 a.m. he answered an email I sent him. For a meeting like this, you worry that the
meeting will go well. Was worried off the start with no Alison, but it all fell into place. The reason I always
volunteer for this is the Traditional Knowledge – was telling my kids, when I was 9 years old, I had to walk 40 miles
in my snowshoes. Had to break trail with a dog team. Everything has changed. We depended on our dogs so much,
because our dogs were our transportation, my dad even told me don’t eat until you feed your dog. Now we have
skidoos and truck. If you want to go hunting, it is only a short time, used to go for 4 days. It wasn’t work, it was
part of survival. We need to continue to pass down the Traditional Knowledge to the young kids, so if they ever run
into problems, they will know how my father, grandfather, great grandfather did things. Really enjoy talking to the
Elders because every time I talk to them, I learn something else. Thank you very much. Safe trip home.
Robert Alexie - told my cousin to go hunting on the border, took the truck to Rock River – took only two
cigarettes, used to take 2-3 days.
Leah Burn was happy to be here and help out. New to Inuvik – was happy to be able to sit and listen.

Closing Prayer
Emma Dick said the closing prayer.
Meeting adjourned at 2:30 p.m.
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Appendix A
Notes from Elders Panel
Danny C Gordon, Robert Alexie Sr, John Norbert, Emma Dick
Danny C Gordon - Aklavik
I do a lot of traveling, mostly down the North Slope of the Yukon on the coast. Do see a lot of changes – all the
slumping and the land slides. Have a camp in the Herschel Island area on the main land – built it about 24 years ago –
go fishing there and harvesting caribou. In 1996, had to move my camp in, because the land eroded and I was hanging
over by about 4’ on one corner. Last year, it eroded about 10 more feet, have to move the camp again – have to move
down to the beach, because I can’t pull it up the hill because it’s too heavy, so I will have to move it towards the
ocean. If I didn’t have the camp in there, I wouldn’t likely notice the situation that has occurred. There are harbours
that we used to use down the coast, mainly for boating, so if you got caught in a storm, you could go for safety. There
was one that has been closed for 20 years that you used to be able to go into with a schooner. There was a lot of ice,
one big chunk about 1 mile x 1 mile, the wind came up and it was driven in there and the gravel went over it and the
harbour never opened again. Stokes Point seems to be getting gravel brought in by storms – it opens and closes and
opens again.
There is a decline of fish, char, down by Herschel Island, that is where all the fish come up the river, Rat River, to
the Aklavik Fish Hole. The one inland from Aklavik, Fish River, is one I have fished for over 20 years, and the stock
has never increased, it never recovered. It is the same all down the coast. If you go to the Firth River, there is the
river that goes up where the char are, there is lots of fish there year round. The other thing that is unusual –
starting to catch lots of broad whitefish at Herschel Island from Shingle Point – got 7 this summer when I fished for
just a day and a half. They were nice and fat, but we don’t know where they are coming from.
Herschel Island never used to have caribou. Then about 18-20 years ago, the caribou started going to Herschel
Island. The largest count was about 338 on the Island. Every year, I go there and harvest caribou. These are small
changes we see all the time. The reason for that is Herschel Island is quite high and it blows a lot and the snow is
blown clear so the caribou don’t have to dig much to find something to eat, so I assume that is why they are there.
For me, although I worked all my life, I always take time for weekends and vacations. I’m a hunter and trapper and it
has been part of my income. The land is good to me. I protect the land quite a bit, I appreciate it, I conserve, take
what I can, and that is what I have done all my life. My dad taught me to take bulls because they are bigger and
heavier. Don’t remember the last time I shot a cow, it has been a long time. Since the caribou are declining, I have
taken that into account and taken less. Traditional Knowledge was said to me that the caribou was good, but the
scientists said it was way down, so I have to listen to that as well. Traditional and Local knowledge has to work with
scientific knowledge – sometimes both of us are right, sometimes the other way.
James Andre explained about 10 years ago, we had the gathering in Whitehorse, the other Danny told how he used to
land at Herschel Island and had to circle around and around because there was so much ice, now you can land
anywhere.

Robert Alexie Sr. - Fort McPherson
I grew up around McPherson, I worked there and on the coast, and up in the Yukon and I remember pretty well. I
drifted out of school in ‘49, and since ‘49 I have been out on the land with my parents, from McPherson up the Peel
and in the Yukon. I still try and go there still, sometimes I can’t make it.
I see a big change. Back when exploration first started, seismic and drilling, I took a lot of boats up the Peel, 90 miles
up for Shell Oil in the 60s and 70s. Remember those big boats – they are tied up at Hay River now – they were big
prospectors with big barges – 400s and 600s. Today if those big barges come down, don’t think they would be able to
get to McPherson on the Peel – that is a big change I see. When we get visitors in McPherson, they have a heck of a
time getting around the point. We are losing a lot of water. That is a big change I see.
The slides that everyone talks about, climate change, a couple of years ago, went to my cabin in December. It snowed
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a couple of inches and right after that, saw a slide just below my cabin 600-700 foot cliff – sliding in December –
about a foot and half thick of ice into the river. Makes me wonder. Seen it going on skidoo, I was in the lead and had
to stop and ask what is going on there. Had to go and look at it from the other side before continuing. Things going on
today are very scary, with climate change, see it with going around on skidoos, there are a lot of slides on the rivers
and big changes. I see from day one and the way I feel, it is scary. Don’t know what is going to happen next. This is
the way I feel about climate change. Last summer, after everything cooled down, we went down the Peel and some
places you could see the leaves just scorched, turned brown by the sun and heat. That is a very strange thing too.
Warm weather, don’t know what will happen. I talk about this a lot lately.
Biggest concern is our caribou these days. All of us in the region here. The caribou it comes up past Aklavik from the
coast, it goes up to McPherson on the west side. That, too, is – I just wonder what is going on there. I say to other
people that the Elders back in the ‘50s would say, they would think that there is something wrong there somewhere.
That is just the way I feel. Are we treating the caribou right? What did we do wrong? Are we hunting the caribou or
what is causing it? It is all going past the border and further south, then disappear down in Alaska. This is the biggest
talk amongst people my age, and I say what did we do wrong? An Elder 50-60 years ago would have the answer, but
don’t know who has the answer now.
The biggest concern I have is the water and our caribou and the fish we get from our rivers, right from the coast, we
depend on that for our future generation. The caribou especially for our future generation. It is my big concern, don’t
know where we can get our answer. Would like to know what is going on. That big land slide in the first part of
December. They are still looking into it – guys from Yellowknife looking around Ft McPherson to see what is causing
the top of the hill to slide down into the river. It is the biggest concern I have. Don’t know what will happen down the
road, we are losing a lot of water. I hear about on the Aklavik side, a few years ago, from McPherson, some people
tried to go down to Rat River, but they had to push their boats through a channel. Some day, you will have to go back
down by Aklavik through Husky Channel, will see that someday. Have a big concern for climate and our wildlife, to
protect it and pass it down to the young people. Teach them and talk to them so it is clear to them.

John Norbert - Tsiigehtchic
I’m glad to be here today and see everybody here. The biggest part that I’m glad about is the community monitors.
Now we can go to the community monitors to let them know what is wrong with the land, what is low or what is less, it
is really a big help. We had the Renewable Resource Council before, and we had the Harvesters Report, but it didn’t
work too good because they didn’t want to do it. It is getting close to dinner and don’t want to keep you too long. Glad
to be a part of all the meetings and be a part to put my input in it. It is good to have Elders at every meeting because
they are the ones that know and they are the ones that were a big part of our land claim. These guys know the
country inside out, so it is good to have them.
The question yesterday, the Elders said when there is too much caribou it isn’t very good, didn’t have an answer. When
there is too much caribou, it means they are going to go down. Heard from the Elders long ago, they go down and up
just like everything else. It is nature, so we have to do our best to manage all of what we’ve got in our land.
Main thing is water and all that. Worried about the head waters of the Arctic Red River. That is where we get our
water from, it is a heritage river and we don’t know what is going on up there. Know there is a lot of staking, but we
never get informed or a report from what is happening there, so that is worrying us now. This is good work people are
doing here, we’ll make it work.

Steve Taylor - Dawson City
Steve is a member of the Porcupine Caribou Management Board and also love to hunt and fish. I fish for salmon and
hunt caribou and birds and try to do that as much as I can.
Would like to thank ABEK for inviting the Porcupine Caribou Management Board to be here. This group and the idea of
forming this group is an excellent idea – don’t know who the people were behind forming this organization, but it is
perfect. Elders that are on the land all the time are the experts, they are the scientists that really know what is
going on. Scientists and government guys are the ones that don’t know what is going on usually. How we can help these
guys is how we can benefit this organization? I have been part of the Land Claims in Dawson and part of forming the
bodies that provide information to the First Nation governments and non-First Nations governments. If you consider,
using a Yukon example, I used to be a member of the Yukon Salmon Committee, we are there to provide guidance and
information and that sort of thing to the decision makers. What you realize on any of these boards and committees is
information you are relying on to make a decision comes from the government. So if you have to make a decision on the
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salmon in the Yukon River, you rely on the information from Department of Fisheries & Oceans, because we don’t have
the money for the bureaucracy that churns out information. We have as First Nations Traditional Knowledge. That
needs to be pushed to the forefront. Governments would love to trivialize Traditional Knowledge, maybe to save their
own jobs. That is why ABEK and Traditional Knowledge is very important – need to be sure it stays important and push
it to the forefront. That can be done by being sure the information we gather gets distributed to everyone that can
use it. The people around here, Elders will have the influence back home. When the information comes out, you should
jab people in the communities to do something. This is a very good idea, this is the way to do it. I’m happy to be part
of it.
James Andre explained Steve used to be the Chief of the Dawson Band. A year ago, saw David Suzuki on TV, he said
when he came out of school, he thought he knew everything, went to a community in Quebec and they brought a
caribou to the school and invited an Elder to cut up the caribou. As he was cutting up the caribou he told about what
he ate today, how far he travelled, and all about it. Before that, he said, he never had respect for Elders, but that
changed him. Now he is an Elder, too.

Emma Dick - Inuvik
Emma Dick spoke about her younger days. Things have sure changed. Nobody’s trapping. We used to be out on the land
and trapping in March, getting muskrats for Easter, we would go to Aklavik. We stayed in tents at 40 below, now we
can’t even go out the door. In the morning, we used to bang the sides of the tent to get frost off, then make a fire
and get warmed up. Our husbands would trap, we would cook dog food, they would be gone from 8-12 hours.
We used to go down below Fish Rivers in February and hunt rabbits and sell them at the hotel in Aklavik. We used to
camp and set up a tent at Moose River. Today everything is changed. I always tell my boys to go out trapping and they
say it is too cold.
There are things that change – rivers, traplines are changed. Long ago there used to be good lakes where they
trapped. They had bounties and areas. Some people had poor areas and we had to help them when they had poor areas.
They had a boundary of the registered area and you couldn’t go anywhere else, they were very poor and we had to help
them.
Even the coastline has changed – when we go to the coast in the summer, the schooners used to go down the channel
and today even a 50 horse power boat gets stuck on the sand bar. Now it is shallow. Everything has changed so much.
Thought we had good olden days, now it is over, there is a new way to live. At least we stay well stocked – caribou and
rabbits. Buy muskrats now. At least we eat our food, it’s good – wild meat – caribou, moose, fish, rabbits, ducks. So
glad I’m here for a couple days. I’m getting younger now. Thank you for listening. Have a safe trip home.
Robert Alexie said he used to get rabbits to sell them for 25 cents a rabbit to the school.
Emma Dick commented when we went to school, we was just poor in school. I have a picture of girls in 1939 when we
were confirmed by the bishop. Only me am alive, the rest are all gone – Gwich’in, Inuvialuit, Coppermine, Ft McPherson,
Aklavik, Tuktoyaktuk. I’m 85.
James Andre thanked Emma Dick and the other Elders.
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Appendix B
Monitors’ Reports
Aklavik — Inuvialuit — Karlyn McLeod
Weather
January 2011, a few people said there were more mud slumps in the hills, more mild and more snow.
Interviewees said the summer was drier than usual, the rivers were getting wider and the water was higher than
other years.
November and December of 2011, there was more snow also.
One of the Elders also stated that these past few years have been warmer compared to long ago.
People also said it was harder to predict the weather … you never know.

Berries
This year (2011), there wasn’t anything different said about berries. They were the same and people said it was
the same as the years before.

Fish
People said some types of fish were harder to catch due to high water.

Birds
Majority of the birds were said to be the same. Some say there were more Geese and Ptarmigans and some say
fewer … I guess it depends on where you are.
All birds arrived and left at the same time as other years, except one loon that was left sitting on the ice. The
loon died because it was too cold for it to survive.
There were no unusual birds this year.

Caribou
In the year of 2011, there was said to be less caribou overall. Some people say they met their needs for caribou,
some say barely, and some didn’t.
There were other reasons as to why some of the people in Aklavik didn’t meet their needs for caribou such as the
caribou is now more further from Aklavik and they can’t go all that way and bring much back, and the caribou was
also wilder this year compared to others.
Caribou conditions and sizes were mainly normal this year, and people didn’t see much physical abnormalities.
An individual stated that there was less caribou because there is too much muskox … muskox is killing the caribou.

Mosquitos and Other insects
Almost all interviewees said there was the same amount of mosquitos compared to other years.
One said there were more grasshoppers.

Caribou Predators
More Golden Eagles, greater amount of Grizzly, same amount of Black Bears, same amount of wolves, same amount
of lynx, and same amount of wolverines.
Not too many seen caribou predator kill sites and if they did – it was only one or two.
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Mammals
There was said to be much MORE beavers this year, causing there to be less muskrats.
More moose, muskox and wolves, causing there to be less caribou.
Every other Mammal observed seemed to be normal based on observations and hunting in 2011.

Individual’s comments
Jonas Meyook said “Wolves are starting to come on the hills now, and too much muskox keep the caribou away”

Inuvik — Gwich’in — Julie-Ann André
Overall doing the interviews were well taken to and people were eager to answer questions, and listening to some of
their stories was the best part for me. I tried to mix the 20 participants between single, couple, and male and female. I found that there are alot of other harvesters that are available to take the survey; each town should have
80% of their harvesters interviewed in the future, rather than interviewing 20 participants. Not those 20 participants are a nice round number.
This year it took me 5 days to complete the 20 surveys, I had mixed results, guess it may have to do with the fact
that the Inuvik participants use areas like northeast, southeast, northwest and southwest. All these different directions bring about a different lay of the land.
Some of the participants spend a lot of time o the land and the others spend days at a time and a few spend a few
weeks in different seasons. They notices that there was very little change to other years, although an icing event happened in different area’s this year, A few people remembered there was a really warm spell last spring warmer than
usual, and a few people remembering heavy rains for like a week which created small streams near-by them. Others
said they experienced high water and winds. The berry picking depended where you went and what you were picking.
Because some people got a lot of good quality berries while others only found few and poor quality. As for fishing it
also depended why they were fishing, either just for family and selves or retail. I thought that the fishing numbers
were low for my area. A lot of people did not really notice the birds this year, although a few said they arrived very
early and left late. And that there aren’t as many birds as there used to be, and that some of the coastal birds are
moving inland as well as some coastal bugs. Many people said they seen small little yellow birds during the summer.
Caribou abundance was not seen this year in our region, they people that got caribou said that they got some in the
spring and they were very slim, but not poor. They ones that were harvested in the fall were all good shape. The caribou harvesters said that there were a lot of Grizzlies and wolves, as well as eagles. The trapping season sounded like
it went well last year, there were enough mammals and there were no sightings of any strange mammals. A lot of land
erosions are noticed both in with on the inland areas and summer along the river and lake banks. According to the
spring harvesting mammals the numbers were up and the fur was good as well as the spring birds were in good shape
too.
Overall all participants were happy to be involved as they are the ones that are in many parts of the region, doing traditional practices and such. They also welcome more interviews maybe closer together, so they would not have to remember for the full 12 months. I have suggested that they record their happening on a calendar. This was well taken.
I would like to thank all of my participants as I enjoyed visiting and listening to all of your adventures. And thanks to
the Arctic Borderland for the employment and excessive knowledge that came with it.

Inuvik — Inuvialuit — Miles Dillon
Activity— time on the land
Most of the Inuvik people stay out at there bush camps 6-7 months at a time in one year: hunting, trapping, fishing, berry picking, hauling wood, picking bark and collecting tree sap, camping and hiking.
Some stay for a few days at a time or for a week and some stay out year around or for 6 months at their camps
on the Mackenzie River for fall freeze-up and spring break-up time.
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Weather — Unusual, extreme and rare events:
January to March the cold and windy weather stays tell April. may to July the weather is a lot warmer and the summer begins little bit rain in July,and Sept the summer was nice and warm and the sunny days tell fall.Oct to Nov the
cold weather came and froze up the Rivers and Lakes very good froze up this year 2011.the ice road to Aklavik was
made in 3rd week of November first time the road was made early to Aklavik in a long time said the people of Inuvik
Delta cold winter last year they say.and the big blizzard the North was hit with the winds was 100-120 km an hr.for
about 2 weeks on and off blowing snow here in Inuvik and other communities had this same storm for weeks it was a
big blizzard and lots of snow all over roads was closed and all planes never came for about one week no planes landed in
Inuvik.

Berry Picking
Blueberry picking thru the months of July, August, and September. Abundance some say there is little bit, some say
there is a few, and others say there is lots depending on where you are picking berries. The quality of the berry is
excellent, and overall condition of berry picking, is excellent. Akpik usually start from the 2nd week of August until
September and the quantity is in abundance. The quality is excellent, nutritious and delicious. The akpik bowl in the
tent was always overflowing from morning until night, everyday. Cranberries are usually picked them thru the month
of September, and the quality of the berry is excellent. They are nice, big, red and juicy. All of the people met their
needs for berry picking, and they still today have ziplock bags of Blueberry, Akpik, and Cranberries in their freezers
to be taken out on special occasions. Such as birthdays and anniversaries.

Fishing
All the 20 people that i have interviewed has their nets out all year from spring to fall. In the Mackenzie Delta, Inuvik
area, the people catch white fish. Some say 10-100, others say 100-500 that they catch in their net. Crooked Backs
about 10-100, and about 100-200. Coney say 50-100, 100-500. Arctic Char 1 or 2 in Mackenzie River. Lake Trout,
about 10-20 have been caught. Salmon 3 coho, and 3 chum has been caught in the Mackenzie River Inuvik area. Loche
60-100. Jackfish 10-50. Fishing season was excellent, and everyone today still have fish in stock, and yes everyone has
met their needs for fishing season in 2011. People providing fish for households from 2-50. Approximately 50% of the
people do feed their dogs fish.

Birds
Waterfall and Game birds. There are a lot of ducks out there, they say Mallards, Wigeons, Goldeneye, Geese, Swans,
Black ducks, Sea Ducks, Diving Ducks, Loons, Shore Birds, Ptarmigan, Grouse, Sandhill Cranes, Woodpeckers, Night
Hawks, and King Fishers have been seem more frequently this spring than the year before. Hawks, Peregines are
pretty much the same, in the Richardson Islands area. Owl sitings have decreased, while the Eagle siting have increased. There was no unusual birds sitings last year (ie;hummingbird) Migrations occurs in the spring and fall. Pretty
well all the birds have been coming noticeably early, in the 1st week of April. Song birds come in the 1st week of
april. Eagles and the waterfall game birds come middle of May. The song birds leave noticeably early, in the middle of
September. The geese, ducks, swans and other waterfall birds, stay until a little in the month. The eagles were the
only ones that left late. There were different birds spotted last year, such as the vulture, which was spotted around
Kendall Island, and Baby Island in the Beaufort Sea.

Porcupine Caribou
About 60% of our Elders cannot go hunting caribou due to lack of transportation, and 40% of the hunters at a younger
age does hunt these caribou says there is more bulls seen in the fall than the summer. The adult females were less,
and some of them dont know, they havent seen any in the winter, a few in the spring and also in the fall. For calves,
some say there is a few, some others say they just dont know during the winter and fall migration. There are same
amount of young bulls, and females seen year round. We are seeing fewer caribou due to change in migration routes, or
just not being in the right place at the right time. 40% of the people that hunted caribou met their needs for last
year. And 60% of the non-hunters had not means to hunt. The overall condition of the caribou during the winter 40%
of the people says its good. Spring time and summer is Good. and fall is fair. the size of the caribou 40% say its aver-
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age others say that its skinny, and lean. and 1 or 2 say they are fat. Physical condition of the caribou all year the caribou had bad liver, white spots all over the liver. other than that the caribou was excellent.

Caribou Predators
Golden Eagles, Grizzly and Black Bears, Wolves, Wolverines, and Lynx. people say there are more ealges in the spring
and fall. there are more grizzlies on the Dempster highway, following the caribou. and also there is more wolves this
winter. a pack of 100 was spotted in the babich river area in the Yukon. people are saying there are more wolverines
and others just don't know. more lynx in the Mackenzie Delta Inuvik area. 4-5 people have seen dead caribou killed by
wolves during the winter time.

Insects
Everyone says there is fewer mosquitoes in the year of 2011 than the year before. the unusual insects spotted were
grasshoppers, black flies that looked like blue flies, that have a stinger like a bumblebee. and they were smaller than
the blue fly.

Mammals
The Mackenzie Delta people say there are a lot more beavers out there in the region. They dont hunt them because
the fur prices are too low. Depending on where you trap some say there are more, and some say there are less. Yes
people hunt and trap muskrats. Fewer squirrels, and not hunted. More rabbits, and are hunted. Trappers say martin is
good, and people that dont know, just don't know. some say same amount of mink out there in the creeks, and no they
don't trap them because of low fur price. same amount of weasel spotted around the camps and trap sites. there are
not coyotes around the delta. more wolverine, and red fox have been seen. there is more wolves and more lynx. same
amount of caribou, more moose, 1 or 2 porcupine around. musk-ox don't know. we don't have Dall sheep, and some say
black bears are same. some say more. no black bear cubs have been seen. more grizzlies spotted in the Mackenzie
delta area, and also the coastal area. More grizzlies bears seen, don't know about polar bears or polar bear cubs. Otters we have seen more otters in the delta, beluga whales,more beluga whales were spotted in the Beaufort sea.
Special Habitat occurances, bull shark was seen eating a beluga whale carcus between Kendall island and perry island
last summer and also seen a walrus around baby and Kendall island.

Remarks
Yes this interview was good experience for the twenty interviewers and would like to be interviewed again in the future.

Miles Dillon’s Remarks
I want to thank you for the opportunity for this job and I hope to continue working for you in the future and last but
not least see you in March for the Annual Gathering for the Arctic Borderline Ecological Knowledge Co-op.

Tsiigehtchic — Leighanne Lennie
Age Range of Harvesters
Twenty interviews were completed in the community of Tsiigehtchic and included harvesters ranging from 21 to 83
years of age.

Activity On The Land
The participants spent the majority of their time fishing in the summer and fall, with hunting and hauling wood as
other activities out on the land;…. they are out on the land most of the time throughout the year. Trapping, camping
and boating are also practiced regularly, as well as berry picking during the summer and early fall. Other activities
also include harvesting bark and gum, and snaring rabbits.

Weather
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Extreme winds were mainly mentioned for February of 2011. Some individuals were of the opinion that spring was
earlier than usual and fall was later.
June and July were mentioned very dry with heavy overcast throughout the fall. A mild fall caused late freeze-up and
it was mentioned that hail and snow were seen in summer.

Berries
9 out of 20 people picked berries, harvesting blueberries and nuckles is during the month of July. The abundance of
blueberries wasn’t the greatest but it wasn’t the worst either, with good quality it was an overall poor berry year. As
for cranberries, those are picked in September. Last year, the abundance of cranberries was good along with the
quality. Overall, it was a good berry year for cranberries.

Fish
15 out of 20 participants fished, 13 in which those are feeding dogs, and all have met there needs.
Total number providing for 578
Total number of Whitefish 5655
Crooked back 5415
Coney 2371
Jackfish 185
Loche 74
Salmon 17 including dog, chum, sockeye
Pickerel? 65
Walleye 30

Birds
Birds are the same or less for all in numbers and types. Different birds seen included morning dove. 9 out of 20 harvesters went geese hunting and 7 had met their needs for game birds last year. Total number people being provided
for is 77.

Tuktoyaktuk — Rebecca Pokiak
This year, members of the community were very eager to do the interviews. A lot of them remembered doing or hearing about them last year. There was no trouble getting 20 interested individuals to complete the interviews. All individuals interviewed did things from hunting and trapping, to fishing and berry picking.
Over all, there were no unusual weather events throughout the year, except for it being very windy right through the
year from January 2011 to December 2011. There were a few comments about the wind being from the east whereas
it never used to be.
The berry picking year was probably the best a lot of people have seen it in a while. Most said the Ukpiks were good
or excellent in very high quantities; cranberries as well were very plentiful and good qualities. Most noticed there
quality and quantity of the blueberries was not quite as good as other years. Very few picked any other types of berries.
In general, fishing was good for most harvesters. One comment regarding the options for fishing was more of the
harvesters would like to see an option under the fishing as “fishing for bait”. Most harvesters had met their needs
for fishing. There were no unusual sightings of any fish this past year.
It seems like harvesters notice a change in the arrival and departure of all birds. Generally arriving earlier and leaving later. They have also seen a lot more birds of prey such as eagles, falcons and owls. There has been a notice in
the geese migration route as well; some harvesters believe he geese are taking a different migration route than previous years. A few individuals say they are seeing more Canaries; and a few have seen some different birds that they
are not too sure of what they are. Most people were also able to meet their needs for harvesting geese in the 2011
year.
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For the most part, harvesters are seeing a change in the caribou numbers. Some believe there are more than previous
years and others say there is less. Overall, the caribou have been in very good shape and some people say the caribou
know the boundaries of where we are allowed to hunt and stay in those areas because they know they are safe. They
say they are starting to see more all over and very little have any physical abnormalities. For the individuals I interviewed, the majority all met their needs for caribou, with a few not meeting them because of things such as “wilder
caribou” or “to expensive for gas”.
There were different results for the “mammals” part of the interview. A lot of the answers were mixed as some harvesters harvest some things and not others, while others harvest other things. Most hunted caribou and saw the
numbers being higher for caribou, beavers, muskrat, whales, and foxes. Some individuals find it more important to
harvest certain things and one way it was explained to me was the “needs and wants”. Things such as caribou, fish,
geese and berries are “needs of our daily diet” and others may be things we “want” or are “fortunate” enough to be
able to go out and harvest. They make the time harvest the needs and if they depend on the wants for a living, they
make it a priority to harvest the “wants”

Fort McPherson — May Andre
Unusual, Extreme & Rare Weather Events
January, February and March were cold, with overflow, lots of snow on trees and willows, and some mild weather. April
was a mixture of warm & cool. May was mostly cold, with some mild weather, dry, but there was a big flood. June saw
high water and a mixture of dry, hot and cool, rainy weather. July also saw high water and mostly wet and cold with
some dry hot spells. August there was high water and a mixture of cool, wet and hot, dry. September was a mixture of
cold, wet and warm weather. October was warmer than usual with an icing event. November was warmer than usual
with an icing event and frost. December was frosty, there was an icing event, overflow, and a mixture of warm and
cold.
There was lots of wind. January was colder with more winds and lots of snow. Late fall, the ferry was finally taken out
November 10. There was a big flood that destroyed lots of camps and cabins. High water all summer, shores did not
even have a chance to dry up. No winds in December, lots of snow on willows and trees, wet snow. July and August had
some very hot days, causing more erosion. May was colder than April. Hunters were still hunting in May. It was very
cold while ice was moving (in May). It was warm in October, meat could spoil if not attended to right away. June was
cool in the first week, hot in mid-June and cold winds in end of June. People can’t predict weather anymore.

Berries
Knuckles: lots, good quality, excellent
Cranberries: few to poor
Blueberries: lots, good, excellent; although some places there were few
Most people met their needs for berries.

Fish
Whitefish – lots, good and healthy
Crooked back – lots
Coney – lots
Dog salmon – some
Loche – lots
Jackfish – too many
Dolly varden – at least 150-200 reported
Everyone met their needs.
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Birds
Ducks – less
Geese – mixture of same and less
Ptarmigan – most said there is more
Cranes – more
Snipes – less
Not everyone met their needs
Game waterbirds – none
Loons – same
Swans – same
Shorebirds – less

Birds of Prey
Eagles – same
Hawks – less
Owls – less

Song Birds
Woodpeckers – less
Nighthawks – lots did not know
Kingfishers – less

Unusual Birds
There were new species of black birds. Two birds were seen that looked like two little brown hawks. There were large
flocks of birds that looked like robins. These birds look like cardinals or red birds. Long ago it used to be noisy with
birds and waterfowl, now it’s too quiet. An egret was seen at the mouth of the Peel; the wing span was at least 6 feet.
One magpie was seen at 8 miles. Some tiny, yellow birds were seen. Ten years ago, in August, a white bird was seen.
This hovering bird looked like a dove. Ten years ago, a striped bird was seen – a brown bird with black stripes.
Songbirds, waterfowl and other birds arrived late and left early. It was too quiet, there were less ducks and birds.
Late spring, there were fewer water and land birds, they all left early. Some geese and swans were healthier than
usual. There was a different species of waterfowl; small ducks, greyish, with white.

Caribou Abundance
Male: winter, spring, summer, fall were mostly the same, some say there were less
Female: winter, spring fall were mostly the same, some say less in the summer
Calf: spring and fall were the same, some say there were less in fall
Young male: same in winter and spring, some say same in fall, others less
Young female: same in winter, spring, and fall
Caribou travel different routes
The last 3-4 years they travel west from NWT/Yukon border
They have an early migration
There are more bulls and cows
Bull caribou came late
Hardly any caribou in our hunting area
Most hunters met their needs
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Caribou Characteristics
Winter: fair, good condition; muscular, fit, some lean
Spring: mixed (good, fair, poor); average to skinny
Summer: mixed; average size
Fall: good to excellent; muscular, fit, strong
Physical abnormalities included some cysts and sores in spring and some wounded and limping in fall

Mosquitoes and Insects
Nearly everyone said the mosquitoes were fewer. There were not many insects, probably because of flood and cool
weather. There were less flies, but more smaller-sized flies, and lots of sun flies. Some insects were larger. There
were lots of bees and wasps. There were some scary looking insects that were about 2 ½ to 3 inches long and had four
silvery flickering wings.

Caribou Predators
Golden eagles: most did not know
Grizzlies & black bears: more on mountains; less in the delta
More wolves
Less wolverines
Less lynx

Mammals
There were more beavers, squirrels, wolves, moose, black bears and cubs, grizzly bears and cubs and otters. There
were less rabbits, marten, mink, weasel, wolverine, red fox, lynx and porcupine. There was the same amount of sheep.
There were fewer muskrats, but more in some places in the delta.

Unique, rare, unusual or special wildlife or erosion of land
Cougar tracks were seen at Husky Channel at one participant’s camp. They weren’t seen again, but think it might still
be around. Four people saw four tunnel shapes in the air. These tunnels consisted of insects that looked like moths.
There were more caribou off the road. Less rabbits, predators and ducks. There was a big flood this spring, many
camps were damaged or lost. There was excessive erosion of creeks, rivers, lakes and lots of slumps. Lots of beaver
houses all over and in weird places. Creeks from mountains filling up with sediment.
There were more moose kills – moose have a hard time when there’s crust on snow. Wolves stay on top of the snow.
A big flood may have killed lots of animals and insects.
Red and grey birds were seen in noisy bunches. Small yellow hummingbirds were seen.

Suggestions, comments
Everyone agreed it was a good interview and would participate again. Info is very useful for local people going out on
the land. Encourage people to be more observant. It’s good to know all this information. This info proves we are in climate change.
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Old Crow—Dennis Frost
I would like to start by welcoming each and every person to our special gathering.
We all know that our participation in this important meeting is a must, mainly because we are the ones that are living
in the areas that are most affected I would like to thank you for the commitment that each person has made to be
here.
Also, at this time, I would like to say thanks to Mike Svoboda, Allison Perrin, and any others who I may have missed.
Most importantly, I thank those who spend a lot of time on the land for being very cooperative with the monitors.
Thank you for your patience. And we will not forget those who contributed in the past and who are not with us
anymore. Our prayers are with your families and loved ones.
The information gathered here is from individuals who spend a lot of time on the land – hunting, fishing, trapping,
getting wood, or harvesting berries. These people are out on the land through all seasons.

Weather
First of all, I will go into some of the concerns our community has about the weather. At the beginning of January, our
weather was very cold. Then, all of a sudden, it turned around and was -10C all through February and March. It
seemed to us that there were many quick changes in the weather and this concerns us.
In November, December and parts of January there were whiteout conditions. Also, we had a bit of snow during the
river break-up which eventually ended up with rain.
Our winter during 2011 was dangerous with overflow. Two people got stuck out of town with skidoos in the overflow.
Luckily, we have two-way radios and were able to rescue them.

Erosion
I would also like to give detailed information on erosion along traditional trails that bogged trappers down. Banks that
lead into lakes were badly eroded. You can see land that was damaged by permafrost melt.
In the spring – when our citizens like to go out for muskrat, duck hunting, or just the pure enjoyment of being on the
land – we found that the land had changed. People who have been going to their particular camps for many years
report that change continues on the land: certain lakes are drying out; creeks are eroding; some say that animal
species are disappearing from traditional ranges. For example, nesting black ducks, swans, even song birds have moved
away. Islands are disappearing where swans, moose, and other animals were rearing their young.

Plants
Plant life seems to be flourishing. Willow trees are growing bigger all over the northern end of Crow Flats. Berries
such as rosehips, currants, blueberries, raspberries, salmon berries were so plentiful around our homeland it seems
that our berry pickers were quite happy. Of course, for those who had to deal with bad weather, they didn’t do so
good.

Fish
I would like also to provide information on fishing activities. Our fall and winter fishing went well for the people with
dogs. In the summer, our King Salmon seem to be very low in numbers. The community was very conservative to ensure
that adequate numbers could return to their spawning areas like Fishing Branch and the Crow River system.
Towards fall, people were starting to catch chum salmon for both human and dog food. Many people were out fishing
for whitefish and smaller fish like cooked backs, grayling, suckers, coney, and jackfish. The fish were really healthy
this past year with only a couple of bad livers on loche reported. It seemed few people met their needs for fish.

Birds & Birds of Prey
Our spring bird hunting went well with lots of geese, black ducks and mallards. People were saying that they think the
weather patterns were affecting migrating patterns, especially for song birds No mention of the American Plover or
the Yellow Warbler was made. Also the seagull didn’t make it here this past summer.
The predators like Golden Eagles were quite numerous. Heading to the calving ground, peregrine falcons were quite
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stable in areas such as the Crow or Ramparts River. All birds seem to be healthy except a small concern about the
seagull. They did not make it here in large numbers as is usual. Ptarmigan were so plentiful this year that it seems
everyone had their needs met.

Caribou
There is the same concern for caribou as in the previous years. They came and went quickly. Springtime brought a few
that the community was happy to harvest. Bulls are the only species we harvest. Fall time brought many caribou –
people harvested what they need before the herd headed for Alaska again (wintering ground 85%).

Predators
Wolves were lots of problems for our community this past year, probably due to the quick movement of the caribou.
Moose were easily preyed upon with the deep snow.
Grizzly and Black Bears were quite numerous in certain parts of the Old Crow area. Feeding on gut piles along rivers
brought out lots of bears of both species.
It seemed that trappers, hunters and people who were out hiking spotted many wolverines, lynx and coloured foxes.

Unusual Sightings
Some people saw a cougar along the Porcupine River. Tracks were also seen and confirmed to be cougar.
Others saw a red coloured bird with black wings that was about the size of a whiskey jack. Others saw many white
owls; some think that there are more mice, lemmings, etc.

Muskrats & Beavers
Muskrats around Old Crow Flats are at a record high. We do yearly surveys by counting the push-ups on specific lakes
designated by our government. In 2011, the count on these lakes was approximately 1200-1300 – imagine if we counted
all the two thousand or so lakes in our traditional territory.
Beavers seem to be at a low. Our citizens were asked to slow down on the harvest of these animals.
There are no concerns for other mammals in our area; all seem to be thriving.

General Comments
In conclusion, our citizens seem to be fine with the Co-op. Many ask when they can receive assistance in drawing
attention to the drying out of lakes and the Porcupine Caribou herd. Many ask that those in the Arctic Borderlands
organization come to Old Crow and see for themselves what we are reporting. As well, some have mentioned that the
Inuvialuit used to live with us in Crow Flats. They still have remnants from the past still standing. Others say that we
should invite those still alive to come and see the great change taking place on the land. Finally, on the practical side,
we believe that we need calendars and diaries for our citizens to more accurately report and give information to the
ABEK.
Thank you for listening. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask.
Mussi, Dennis Frost

Arctic Village — Mildred Allen
Almost all people went out on the land. People hauled wood year round. More people are getting logs for their house. Less
people are boating but still a lot go up river for caribou or fish.

Weather
The weather pattern is unusual; there are rapid changes, so there were a mixture of comments on weather.
The weather was mostly bad in June and July. There were heavy thunderstorms and lightening too close to Arctic Village, it
was very loud. From the rain, our garden grew well.
With climate change we are getting more thunderstorms.
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Berries
Mostly all women go out and pick berries. People enjoy going up river to pick lots of berries, so people stock up on berries.

Fish
More people go up Old John Lake to fish. The lake trout, pike, and grayling are all good.
Less people fished up river due to mountain erosion, it turned two lakes into mud and turned the river water reddish.

Birds
Some say there are fewer birds out there. But the black ducks and geese are all returning, which is good.
Some say more water fowl birds are coming back so it is good year for them.

Small Animals & Predators
Lots of people do not trap, so it is mostly tracks they see for wolverine. More wolves are following the caribou. The squirrel
population is good.
There are less rabbits, and people hardly saw any weasels out there. The bears are scarce, they may go somewhere else to
feed. There are always one or two out there in spring time, some with two cubs.

Caribou
Caribou are abundant, and they are around all spring and winter. People have enough to get by.

General Comments
Everyone enjoys doing the survey and they want it to continue. They enjoy looking back and talking about what they observed.
Thank you for letting me be part of the survey.
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Appendix C
Breakout Group Conversation Notes
Priorities for Analysis/Activities?
What other information should be investigated?
Are we missing any important information?
How should data be used?
Application in permits
Land Use permits
Management decisions
Policy making
Education - get Youth involved
Proposal writing - bring down to community level
Complement scientific data when appropriate
Access to universities to get topics on thesis
Share between user groups (Gwich’in / Inuvialuit) e.g. Harvest Data
Interviewees - all entered data to bring back to community and individual interviewees
All communities/groups should share all data for comparison
Return of data back to community and how quickly
Use to create pamphlet to return to community

What is capacity building
Possibility of 2nd meeting to release findings
Yukon government not having capacity - identify later
Put into schools as a game to learn (Pictionary)
Science class (curriculum building)
Learn traditional values
Build capacity to participate in meetings
Partnerships
Workshops
Accountability
Training sessions
Hands on training - (transferrable skills)
Community driven control (proposal writing)
Not just catching fish!
Education - people being trained reporting back to community
Hands on training (grade fur)
Meeting to have capacity building
Ensuring that members are the first responder and have all the training
More than teaching, helping community to identify concerns, writing proposals
Becoming self-sufficient
Looks into what happens after scientists leave and what members are doing after

Who should we include / send data to?
Anybody that can benefit from the group
Keep the same process to access data
First Nation governments
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Make communication merchandise
Schools - integrate Inuvik language/culture
Oil companies like access to data but do not ask
Aboriginal resource agency & government organizations
Other Northern communities to share data and get information about ABEK
ABEK should advertise to different organizations
Go on radio to talk to Elders and different communities in Gwich’in
Send memory sticks with all the information
Recycle papers (use)
University - send in general synopsis on ABEK to raise interest - identify specific department
Co-management partners
Make sure people get a reply of responses

Priorities for Analysis / Activities
Outfitters & Caribou
Look at shooting caribou in the rut and trophy animals
Update on outfitters regulations and guidelines
Information on outfitters / how is herd managed?
Access and barriers to hunting - gas price, too far, caribou availability, harvesting zones
Suggest overlap area for harvest between zones
Review and evaluate Big Game Hunters regulations —> All meat should be donated to communities at the cost of
the Big Game Hunters
Collaring of caribou —> Too many being collared —> Need a better way to monitor as distress is a major factor.
Use Alternate methods for monitoring movements.

Dall Sheep
Component for management (and in management plan)
Opportunity to add questions for management plan

Contaminant / Sumps
Old drill sites sumps that fail are at a very high rate. These sumps that fail get into the food chain of animals like
moose, fish, ptarmigan for example. These sumps are leaking into the lakes and rivers. Sumps are 30 years old and
some even older which is in need of someone’s attention

Otters/Beavers
How do we deal with the issue of otters? As we heard, they may be dangerous and they work together when in
danger.
Lower numbers
Workshop to teach people to harvest otter
Bounty
Beavers on the coast

Muskrats
Decline (last few years)
Dry push-ups, overflow

Muskox
Does it interfere with the caribou migration and feeding routes?
Concern for caribou

Wolves
Survey, Watch the numbers

Radio Collars & Tags
Compensation - bears for damaged fur - get information on this
Updated information on collar & tag technology
Issue of using tagging at all
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Fish
Parasites on fish
Size of fish changing —> some bigger, some smaller, mesh size changes
Decline in Char (Dolly Varden)
Concern about farming Char in the future
Timing of reproduction & spawning - watch the trends as they are changing
Action plan for unplugging streams - for salmon and fish

Plants - Invasive Species
Which ones are good and bad
Income a question on unusual sightings for unusual plants

Land
Water Quality, Quantity and rate of flow (temperatures)
Slumping
Ground saturation and sloughing/slumping, mud slides
Get a permafrost expert to discuss slumping and evaporating gas into the atmosphere
More information on permafrost monitoring

Lake Productivity
Drying up
Willows encroaching
Filling up with grass
Greening and eutrophication
Check temperatures of lakes and keep track of it - data loggers

All Fauna - Invasive Species
Insects?
Range expansion

Climate Change
Extreme events
Climatologist specialist
Presentation on climate change - currents and events, ocean and weather

Insects
Hatching timing for caribou
Parasites infection - for all animals, as temperatures warm up

Trends - Monitor Timing & Character
Ice Conditions
Overflow
Freeze-up / Break-up timing

Review of 2011 Monitoring Data
Communication between Gwich’in and Inuvialuit can be improved with respect to research and monitoring in
region e.g. Aklavik. If researchers with Inuvialuit has been done, can forward to Gwich’in, etc., and vice versa.
Bring questionnaire next time to be reviewed with data
Tsiigehtchic Eagle — seems significant and feels there are different ones.
Some non-Gwich’in and Inuvialuit people - how do we incorporate local knowledge not focussed on Gwich’in?
Meta data wording -> e.g. available vs. abundance
Sometimes unique identifier was not there
How often do you eat? E.g. caribou, fish, etc.
How often do you each caribou/fish –b) do you eat the liver? c) do you eat marine animals - For Northern
Contaminants Program
Gender is biased to men, perhaps missing women - 25% or 1/3 —> maybe just a goal
Sometimes only picking berries
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Most people did most things

Fish
Aklavik (Inuvialuit) ==> Char is mostly Shingle Point and Herschel Island and all personal consumption
Fish location link to fish questions
Fish & Fish parasites - find out from Department of Fisheries & Oceans what is safe to eat
No Lake Whitefish on questionnaire
Need more fish on coney and whitefish - status reports for Department of Fisheries and Oceans in
McPherson (?)
Consider Broad Whitefish
Herring on the coast -> under other
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Appendix D
Porcupine Caribou Count Brochure
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